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4 ENGLISH EIT.VI'ION '11)1AN"

(4) The broader seo111,1 r English v(11,111;011 ilidmies 11,1 only preserei"
and inserviee training but the study of the English eurriculum and research a-

roaches to problems of teaching and learning English. We have made only a
start on the two enterprises, but this report imlicat CS some next steps.

I)AYm II. Itusstu.i,
President, National Conned Or
Teachers id English
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THE SCHOLARLY AND PROFESSIONAL ROLE OF THE
SPECIALIST IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH

Robert C. Poo ley, University of Wisconsin

consider this gathering one of the most important events that have taken
place in recent English professional life. It is highly significant that for the
first time, those who by profession are responsible for the training of teachers
of English and of the development of the English eurriculttu are gathered
together in conference. I am deeply sensible of the honor done me in being
asked to make this opening address. For all of my professional life I have been
concerned with and have been enthsiastie about, the preparation and training
of teachers of English. No matter what particular university appointment I
have held, this task has been uppermost in my interest. Therefore, I am appre-
ciative of the opportunity to speak to you now, and if I do not do full justice
4o the oeeasion, it will not be from any lack of interest and desire.

I suppose most of us at one time or another have heard the cynical remark
attributed to the late Bernard Shaw, 'nose who cannot do, leach. Those who
cannot teach, teach teachers." Even if there is some faint element, of truth in
this gnueralization, it is one of the most glittering of that class of generalizations
which are said to glitter. It does, unfortunately, reflect to some degree a public
attitude. In our society the person who is 7esponsible for the preparation and
the education of teachers is not looked upon with any great favor, nor accorded
any distinction. This is really a remarkable circumstance, since it takes place
in a culture in which education plays so significant a part. The American people
established mid have developed one of the loftiest and noblest theories of edu-
cation the world has known, that of providing free public education to all
children, no matter of what rank or class or of what financial level. This goal
is not only for the common grades, but through high school and indeed today
largely well into, if not through, college. This is a magnificient ideal, and we
are annually coming closer toward achieving it. Yet those members of our
civic body, including those who are here, who are responsible for the training
and the development of the teachers who accomplish this ideal, do not in general
enjoy the prestige and esteem which such a responsibility might seem to give
them. The reasons fur this lack of recognition are many and eomplex, and I
shall not attempt to analyze them here.

The point. that I would like to stress is that we require in our particular
profession the smile stimulus and strengthening of professional] unity and in-
tegrity which have elevated other professions to a high place in social recog-
nition. I would remind you that surgeons were once barbers, that in the
eighteenth century the lawyer entered the mansion of his client through the
servant's door and was kept waiting in an inferior room until the client
deigned to see him, that the doctors of veterinary science once were farriers
or hostlers, and that other professions which today hold status in our society
at one time were low on the social ladder. We can profit front history and by
examining the means by which other prtafessions have brought themselves to

11
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Or boys Mid girls ill recrcal 101101 activities. '1'114. essential eharateristies 10
1.1111.121e are a liking for young people and the rapacity to kid. As he progresses
III his OW11 C1111(111 1011, 11111 grilSp Opporlialif ies to vithirgo this vxperit.iwe, ill
Si 11(1CM teaching Or all apprC111 iCCSilip Or inleruslnip it a 11111111V Or priVall.
.4(.111101. 80111CIICrC in the 101 11111y or his preparation allist have two or three
rears or s4.11001 teaching in the grades or high school. The programs of
training for l!,11glis11 edneation ill SOIlle 11111VerS11 ICS 11.11111 rl' it 111111111111111 or two

rears' full now engagement as it 1Cariler in 101111 ic Or PriVIIIC S1'1101115. The sig-
nificance of this experience is not to have put iu blur. but to have gathered
such n Inteltground or ,xio.r.o.lo.e with students ill the school years as will en-
rich and validate his training 01 teachers to perform 1 10e saute tasks thentselves.

Research Competence

'lite third eonsiderat ion is research. To begin with. our candidate in English
education will have devised and brought to a snevessful conelusion a 'time of
research connected with the teaching or English. Ideally this experience will
have been so pleasant and professionally satisrying as to lead hint to foresee a
continuing series or investigations which will enlarge his own knowledge and
will contribute to his growing reputation as a sound man in his field. Such
experience of his Own will induve hint to keep abreast of the researh4.5 of others.
so that he can plaint an awareness of the latest research findings ill the tettehing
of English and can arouse. in his students a knowledge or research and a readi-
ness to keep abreast, of its findings.

As ehairman of IIIC Board or Trustees of the NCTE Research Foundation,
allow 111C 10 1111 rade SOHO.' pertinent 1'011111'1N here. Aiming teachers of English
by and large the concept of the nature of research is dim. The applications the
Foundation has received for grants-in-aid are, in the first place, extremely few,
considering that the. Council boasts a membership of over 50.000 individual
members. Sevond, those that come in show a. naivete it would In' unkind to laugh
at. Some teachers believe that a request to have funds to attend summer school
constitutes research, Inn t WO rears of publieized invitation, less than twelve
applications have been received. 01' these only one was in such form as to be
granted outright ; two others have been tentatively awarded funds pending
their revision into properly structured research. lost striking is the fact that
only one of the applientions received has come from it person concerned with the
training of teachers. It is possible that all such persons have applications in
for larger grants from the U. S. Office of Education. It is also possible that
some are doing, little or nothing. to promote researeh, T leave it to you to &vide.
But the evidence so far is overwhelming that only a few specialists in English
education are actively conducting research, and it is manifest that the teachers
they train do not know much about research in the teaching. or English. Here
is a condition this group can effectively undertake to improve.

Recruitment of Teachers

My next point has to do with the recruitment of teachers. The statistics
coneerning the need for teachers ar, now in the public press and I need not
enlarge on them. But there is a net., beyond the claim of statistics; it is the
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need for quality. The strength of the English program in many junior and
senior high schools lies in the present eontinnance of one or two able teachers of
high quality. When these teachers are removed by death or retirement, there
are few of their stature to succeed them. It may not be true of all parts of the
country, but I know it to be true of fay own section : the young people who
present themselves to be future English teachers are not generally of the first
stratum of ability. There has heen a slow but steady regression ill the capacities
of the candidates for English teaehing. There are many reasons for this regres-
sion: economic, in low salaries; social, in the public attitude toward teachers;
personal, in the refusal to perform the onerous and multitudinous tasks imposed
on teachers; practical, in the ability to get better jobs with higher rewa rds.
el111110t attempt to analyze and offer solutions to these 'muses of lowered quality.
The situation is another evidence of the paradox with which I opened this talk:
OH society, which in theory places education at the top of its values, in pactire
permits economic starvation and social obloquy to stifle the ideal.' My point is
that so far as we in English education are a profession, we can utilize our
corporate strength and wisdom to turn the tide. Specifically this means using
every means available to change public attitudes toward the teacher of English
as well as all other teachers; to fight for public support of education; and to
begin a campaign of a conscious, organized nature to lead young people of high
quality to enter English teaching as a profession. We have the same claim to
dedicated public service as has the Peace Corps. What is needed is the public
attitude to support the claim. On a higher level we must give more attention
to the directing of able graduate students into the profession of English educa-
tion. This menus an active, conscious effort at reaching the right people in the
upper undergraduate years. Too few able students now embarking upon ad-
vanced degrees in English know anything about the opportunities and rewards
in our profession. There is a serious shortage of persons trained in the manner
I have attempted to outline in this talk. The need for them is constantly in-
creasing. here is another challenging job for our profession to undertake.

Needed Statesmanship
My fifth point has to do with the statesmanship required of the current

specialist in English education. In an article not, yet published, Professor John
II. Fisher, secretary of the Modern Language Association, says, "It is no wonder
that a curriculum and a profession of English education have grown up to
mediate between the scholar and the teacher. We should all have different spe-
cialties, It is normal that some members of a department will be more interested
in literary history, some in criticism, some in linguistics, and so on. Those who
are interested in the teaching problems of the lower schools should have an
equally honorable place in our departments."

These remarks stun up an attitude that is of very great current significance.
Departments of English the country over are becoming increasingly aware of a
neglected or unrecognized obligation, the obligation to be actively concerned
about the teaching of English at all levels. They recognize that this means
in practical terms that one or more members of the English department must
be concerned with the teaching of English, and that these persons represent
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a specialty of the English department on a par with literary history and
criticism, linguistics, and English composition. -Increasingly departments of
English must think or themselves as a composite team or vompotoot specialists
each devoted to his own responsibility, but sharing the joint responsibility of
advancing the skills 811(1 knowledge of English for all students from the kinder-
garten through the graduate school. and even beyond. in reaching the pithily
through the media of extension (dosses, radio, and television. In so compre-
hensive and worthy an endeavor there is really no place for petty rivalries,
internal divisions, and belittling of tasks. In some of our great universities
such equality of task aml honor has been true for many years. I think of
Professor Hopkins of Kansas, Rollo L. Lyman of Chicago, Charles C. Fries
of Michigan, Sterling A. Leonard of Wisconsin, and Charles Swain Thomas of
Harvard as shining examples. There are some lucre today who enjoy similar
standing and prestige. It is a time for true statesmanship to build solid unity
between English and education.

The Future
But let us admit that in the pasi the position of the specialist in English

education has not always enjoyed the highest prestige. In part this has been
the result of the inevitable linkage to professional education, an academic
discipline, in the past at least, subject to misunderstanding, misevaduation, and
manifest prejudice. If education has erred in unwise generalizations and the
overenthusiastic promotion of fads, the liberal arts have erred equally in
arrogant aloofness and haughty ignorance. But we are not concerned with
whipping e md horses. I bring back the past only to emphasize the golden
opportunity of the present. There has never before been so favorable a climate
for the advancement of the profession of English education. Let me sum up
the favorable trends. The National Council of Teachers of English is about to
publish its volume on the training of teachers, to which distinguished professors
of English have contributed. Next will come the final volume in its currieultun
series on the teaching of college English. This volume is sponsored in addition
by the Modern Language Association, the College English Association, and the
American Studies Association. The book represents an effective working coali-
tion of professors of literature and those concerned with the teaching of English,
as is evidenced by its co-editors, John R. Gerber, past president of the NOTE,
and John H. Fisher, current secretary of the MLA. Last December a meeting
of chairmen of English departments was held under the leadership of Professor
Robert Rogers of the University of Illinois, the stated purpose being to study
ways of implementing research in the teaching of English by departments of
English. From this gathering it appears that a continuing organization will
develop. Earlier last year, in May, a meeting was held at Pittsburgh under the
leadership of Professor Erwin Steinberg to explore the areas of needed research
in the teaching of English. Among the participants were English department
chairmen, professors of English education, school administrators, directors of
teacher training, and professors of education. The report, which ninny of us
have seen, is a mine of information for the pursuit of specific research in the
teaching of English. Add to these incentives the Project English of the U. S.

13
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distinct purpose is unification and identification or a scattered and amorphous
professional group. By unit'ug, we can discover for ourselves and make known
to others what we are, who we are, and what we stand for. We can delineate
the obligations and privileges which derive from our act of association. \Ve can
specify the qualifications for admission to our fellowship. Above all, we can
present a professional solidarity, combined with freedom or ideas, to our
colleagues in English and education. The values of such an association and the
good that it can accomplish for English edneati(m are sufficient, in my view,
to overcome the reluctance with which I suggest another organization.

In conclusion, I trust. I may be permitted to recommend that before this
gathering is dismissed an occasion he found to elect an organizational committee
to consider the steps to be taken to form a guild; fellowship, or whatever strne-
lure may be deemed best, and to submit such proposals to a special section
meeting of this group at the next convention or the National Council or Teachers
of English at San Francisco in November of this year.

f
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METHOD: THE NEW HOME OF THE LIBERAL SPIRIT

George H. Henry, University of Delaware

Today a profound change is sweeping over the whole field of teacher educa-
tion, and few either in the over-splintered liberal arts schools or even in schools
of education are aware that courses in education may be (lest:fled to play the
leading role among the liberal disciplines in the near future. It looks as if the
declining liberal arts themselves are likely to be saved by the new spirit, attitude,
method, and content eoming into these courses at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels.'

A few weeks ago, as consultant to an English department, I was explaining
how the study of a grammatical element could be immediately related to build-
ing better sentences. Previously, I had shown bow to tie together logic and
eomposition. One of the teachers broke in with this observation : "You know,
the scope and sequence we are preparing., this articulation we now hear so
much about, this allocation by grade business that we have spent dozens of
hours on, are all we have left. for our trouble. The little asides on method you
have been giving us are far more important, yet they won't get. into the guide
or syllabus." Another teacher added : "This syllabus, as much as we like it,
can be sterile and unproductive under one method, and alive and fi.nitful by
another method. What we need, really, is a guide to method." What both
teachers meant is that the courses we were creating were all content and little
fmln.

There isn't a humanist who does not harp upon the interplay of form and
content' in a work of art. John Ciardi sometime ago went. so far as to speak of
"form as the kind of experienee that goes most deeply into whatever a man is.
Dance, ritual, religions ceremony, political eeremony, or poetic encounter."
No wonder the critic places great emphasis upon the sustained metaphor as
form in Donne or in a Shakespearean sonnet, or the chorus as form in a Creek
play, or the sentence that houses simultaneous experiences in a Joyce novel.
Implied in the relation of form and substance is the deeper one of art. and
life which, at bottom, is man's innate desire to impress a mold, an order, upon
the miscellaneous array of sensations and happenings that flood upon him every
waking moment year in and year out. This union of form and theme becomes an
experience.

Teaching too is an art. It too inescapably has its form and its substance.
A course is a momentary order impressed upon the heritage as it tumbles down
to us from all the centuries and places in all kinds of literary types. A course,
by the proper union of form and content, becomes the discipline a teacher must

'By a decline in the humanities I do not mean a loss in members to schools of business
and engineering, etc. I mean a decay withina helplessness before a necessary revision of
courses, the lapse into technoprofessionalism, a lighthearted disregard of the humanities :In
human experience in favor of the humanities as conventional curriculum. Note Mr. Sizer in
The Tenty.nine College Cooperative Plan: The Academic Preparation of Secondary School
Teachers, 1962: "Another problem . . . was the disorder in the structure of their various
disciplines and the confusion this leaves in both secondary school and college curricula."

39
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submit. to that he might turn this heritage into an experience. A course must
therefore have a beginning and an end, a souree of unity, a progression. It is a
design made to bring more humanity to a living being. %vhirli is to say, to help
a youth press a form on his own developing being.: an English course is a de-
sign by %%.1tich great writers are used to order experienee.

Now what. a paradox that many who take extreme pains to explicate the
form of a masterpieee often to the point of preciosity will vehemently refuse
to examine their own method, which is the form or their course. This willful
know-nothingism about, the art of teaching, as it what one knows is enough
to teach by. is in part a denial of the human, for it rejects the idea that teach-
ing. like all other arts, needs a form. a method. A %%Titer. it appears, must
submit to a method of composing, while a teacher, to many humanists. need not !
In truth, many humanists would be indignant about the study of the form
that a course should take. In the 1820's Fichte pointed out that the average
thulium professor would be embarrassed were he asked to present a systematic
and comprehensive view of his subject. Socrates once said that the unexamined
Life is not worth living. Humanists, it appears. are exempt from examining
flair own teaching. To teach one's dissertation is liberal; to defend wily one
tenches it is vocational! Even a golfer looks to his form.

Demands on Students in Methods
Year after year, when I face a new crop of prospective F.::glish teachers in

my metheas courseby the way, I. receive the cream of the university in
scholarship - -I am confronted by the results of this know-nothingism. I have
to spend days with them investigating what English is and what. it is for.
After four years of majoring they seem unable to tell what they hope to do
with English. Now J. B. Priestley and Archibald Maelieish, which I give
students to read, do not find it beneath themselves to ask such a question, but
English departments seem to take this for granted. Through The Education of
Henry Adams and Of Haman Bondage I show how the humanities have been
taught and why Progressive Education came into being, and they are surprised
to learn that in the 1890's classicists like Kitteridge and Gummere had their
troubles framing a course in English for high schools, writing "that grammar
should not he regarded as a special subject and pupils should not be made to
write themes merely for the sake of showing. their ability to write." I am bold
enough to maintain that this kind of inquiry is liberal education, for it is the
study of what form, what discipline, has historically controlled the art of teach-
ing English.

Another demand I make of students of method is this: Before you .teach a
work of art you must. ask yourself as teacher how you would conceptualize it,
what levels of meaning are inherent in it. If you don't do this for yourself.
or if you rely on the textbook questions to do it for you, your teaching will he
pointless. a dormitory bull session. Yearly, the majority in the class exclaim
in reply how difficult this task is, because the professors have generally been
doing this for them. For once they are on their own and must sink or swim
by their own intellectual analysis. I ask them, "How would yon make 'My
Last Duchess' au experience in the Ciardi sense? How would you plant one

.0 al
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foot, in life and one in `1,'Allegro,' as Mael.eish advises? Is it possible to
teach American literature, writer by writer, with the result that, pupils still
have no notion of the Puritan tradition and its decline? In teaching British
literature, where would you tread lightly and what would you omit and why?
Justify what, you would preserve? Is such a survey valid l" Again, I maintain
this is a liberating intellectual experience. Alet hod here is conceived as the
form of the art of t caviling. These questions raise some of the deepest issues
in the assimilation of the heritage by the young.

Technique versus Method

1 olive heard a regional director of flreat, Books. Hie_ initiate a (Irvin Books
"course." A disclaino.r of methods courses. he proceeded to say that the
(Irvin, Books were to be mndcted by dialogue. by the Socratic method.
suspect, that lie thought that since the method was ancient and was associated
with an established teacher he could refer to that illiberal word "method."
The Great Books as a list. of course, won't teach themselves, Since Socrates'
time a great deal has been uncovered about group disenssion. Inn, to the
director, to go into all this would be a sordid teeli nival business unworthy of a
Great Books discussion. But why has all metlual stopped since the Fonrth
Century, B. C.? Any study of Socrates' method reveals its gross limitations
despite its good points. A liberally educated man. it seems to me, iF aware of
the alternatives within group discussion, of the possibilities in organizing. the
(Ir.at Books, and what ways are at hand to make a Great Book an experience.
Since Whitehead has moved us all away from facts and substance to process
and event, and Dewey has reminded us that means is inherent, in the end. just
how eau method, which includes "process'/and "means" as contimions instead
of static in form, be thought of as "merely.' technical and applied? There
is a great deal of difference between the humanities aml what is selected from
them to be walled into courses. In truth the humanities, put up in the form
of courses, greatly suffer because departments cannot come to grips with the
form of general education. Thus, the Mini:till:Us of the curriculum variety
are embarrassed by the creative act of poetry-, as if creation is inferior to talking
about it. They are regretful of Shakespeare as playwright, preferring not to
look at his poetry to be staged and voiced. They would decline prodding into
a way of reaching, freshmen as too practical.

In art, all method has embedded within it subdevices we call techniques.
Method, larger than technique, is a study of the fitness of form to content ; how
a change in intent alters the organization of means. how new forms are sought
to contain the interpretation of new conditions. English cannot avoid the tech-
icsd, the anapest, the terza rho, sprung rhythm, and for that, reason English
too can become vocational when these ore studied for themselves without con-
sideing the larger form they create. In my methods course, it is rare that I

take up such matters as voice projection, use of blackboard, walking around
the room to change the center of interest, and so on ; and when I do. I think
of them only as techniques ereating a larger form, as I would if I were point-
ing out how a eaesura or an alliteration makes the wing of an Emily Dickinson

18
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NIET1101): THE NEW HOME OF THE LIBERAL sputrr 23

Method and Unity of Knowledge
No apologies are needed for the method course, for those who teach it are in

the eompany of Plato, Aristophanes, Quintilian. Petrareh, Rabelais, More,
Whitehead, and Russell. Twenty years ago T. S. Eliot wrote that "The task
of education is no longer the task of merely training individuals in and for
societybut also the larger task of training society itself. The scope of (Aiwa-
tion has been rapidly expanding as social organisms have broken down. . .

This task, I repeat, is the task of method.
Willi the vast explosion of knowledge at hand, the liberal arts must ask

where English belongs in the new attempts at. the unity of knowledge. In Mr.
Russell Thomas's new hook The Ncareh for u. Connnan Learninghe is a profes-
sor of humanitiesnote the place of method: "It is only for analytical purposes,
of course, that these factors [educational principles, administrative structures,
and pedagogical methods] can be separated. In practice they are inseparably
bound. The liberal arts must. ask, too, how shall English fit into an increas-
ingly nonreligious, secular, non-Western world! How English should relate
itself to the reality that mathematical physics is unfolding. How English
should he related to the bottom of the barrel in the social order. To frame
such questions as these is the meaning of method. In this sense method is in-
separable from liberal.

Method is larger than mere devices for provoking discussions, tricks of
gaining interest., and ways of making subject matter stick; it is more than pass-
ing on the methodology of reshareh. A hundred years ago Herbert, sensing the
defects in German scholarship, stated the case for method as it is now being
explored in a liberal way in our schools of education: "The modern problem
is not how to compose history but how to utilize for educational purposes that
which has been composed." The study of education as a process inherent in the
larger social-historical process is the method of liberal education.

Here is the cardinal issue of our times: In what way and to what extent was
education responsible for the debacle of this century of the common man that
began with such high hopes? For over a century schools of education have
undertaken this task almost entirely alone because a tradition of specialized,
technical study within the liberal arts relegated more and more to education
courses this responsibility and, according to Ortega y Gasset and C. P. Snow,
thereby forfeited their humanity. Today, as a result, the liberal spirit, so long
in decline, is being revived once againthis time not in ancient languages, not
in science, not in theol, zy, not in the new social sciences, but in the task of
finding a method of mr .s liberal education in a value-torn civilization.
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THE METHODS COURSE: ITS SCOPE

David Stryker, University of Florida

After a quarter of a century of teaching. I claim to he doing a few things
better now than when I first, began teaching. Baying tried different approaches
to solving the problems that inevitably come up in a one-semester course in the
teaching of English in the secondary school. I have settled upon lour goals
that I think the methods course 5110111(1 aim to accomplish. I am aware of the
objections: You are trying to cover too inneh: you expect too nmeh from in-
experienced undergraduates; there isn't time: you should work on funda-
mentals. In the presence or a roomful of veterans who wrote the very hooks and
articles that I have learned by. I submit that these are the fundamentals on
which a beginning teacher can build a eareer that will satisfy himself and
those he serves.

I. Amptaini the simient teacher with professional pablicatians. Require
that he read in, take notes on, and react to five kinds of processional pohhea-
tioos: (a) Current textbooks on the teaching of English. Let him read a
chapter here, a chapter there, in a half-dozen different texts, to find out what
the experts have to say on the same topic. (b) Learned journals, including
the English Journal and College English. Make sure he has held in his hands
and read at least one whole article from such useful publications as the afore-
mentioned, as well as the Serenitenih-Century Newsletter, Victorian Similes.
and :later/can Speech. (c) State and local eurrictilmn guides and courses of
study. The !caviler of the methods course call easily acenmulate a supply of
single copies of dozens of these publications, for study, comparison, criticism.
use. (d) Pertinent popular magazines like Theatre Saturday Review,
New York Times Book Review, which contain articles about hooks and authors.
(e) Books written especially for adolescent readers. Every prospective teacher
of secondary students should read one moderil novel aimed at teenage boys.
another at teenage girls, and he should he familiar with lists of scores of
such stories expressly written for young people.

2. Inculcate a professional By precept and example, the teacher
of the methods course advocates (a) Membership in county, state, and national
professional organizations. (b) Attendance at and participation in meetings
of these organizations. The teacher goes, takes his students with him when
possible, and talks candidly with his class about his own involvement, who
was there, who said what, what happened. (e) Participation in school, county,
or national committee work. The methods course appropriately alerts the
student to an awareness of the teacher's responsibilities at home and at large
in professional work that is not always directly connected with his subject
field.

3. inform regarding current research. and practice in eight areas. Obviously
a one-semester course can only touch upon the work that is going on in these
eight crucial areas. Even a week on each can open a student's eyes to vistas
he must continue to peel' into (a) Organizing instruction, (b) Language, (e)
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Literature, (d) Evading. (e) Writing, (1) Speaking. (g) Crouping rmr in.
striwtion. (11) Articulation.

4. Provide prod icc in constructing a p((ci'ical 1 II( nt( -c( ntl-rut unit. Snell
a unit should involve all the language art: and might include use or (a)
Adopted textbooks on literature and composition. (h) ',ibrary resources. ic)
Audiovisual materials. (d) Community resources. (e) Integration with other
subject fields, (I) A part iyular. known sThool and class in the student 's
former high school or in the one where he hopes to intern.

I have named four areas in which I aai yonvinced the student must have
experience before lie leaves college, it he is to feel equal to student teaching
and employment in school systems whieli may or Inny not encourage him
or allow himto become a good teacher of English for midtwentieth ventury
Americans.



AN EVALUATION OF A METHODS COURSE
Agnes V. Boner, Montana State University

As the member of a department of English who is charged with teaching
"Inglisli (Ed.) 481. Methods of Teaching Seeondary school English," 1 am
particularly aware of the criticism of courses in education. No footnote is
needed the reader may find such articlesserious. eoliti .. thoughtful, or
shallowin the latest issues Of popular or rol'essional magazines.

Courses in methods of teaching specific subjects have suffered few attacks
in print. Oral disparagements are henraI. however. especially from professors
of academie subjects: "You learn to teach from experience." " You can't tell any-
one else how to teach.'' "They would be better off taking more subject matter."
Under this bombardment, in speech and print, 1 finally decided to put
to a test the course offered at .Montana State Viiiversity, and the study de-
scribed herein was born.

Background

Courses in the teaching of secondary school English have increased in
popularity since the herinning of the century. In 1901, only four of thirteen
prominent institutions whose catalogues I examined offered the eourse.'
in 1910, the catalogues of nine of thirteen universities and five of thirteen
colleges selected at random listed it. In 1913, twenty-one of twenty -four
universities reporting to the Commissioner of Education were giving niethods."
After an exhaustive survey, :fames Hosie wrote in 1916 that English methods
was taught in all the larger universities and colleges especially in the summer."
Today most institutions training teachers offer methods,' and the course is
generally recommended by groups studying teacher education!'

At Montana State University, methods is offered during the winter and
summer quarters for four credits. Students are expected to take it before
practice teaching, but because of scheduling problems manly of them take it
later.

Procedure

A questionnaire was sent to all ex-students who had taken the rourse dur-
ing the previous three years. The response was about 85 percent, or 60 returns.
After 14 returns were discarded because people were not, teaching high school
English, the evaluating group equaled 46.

These were the English departments of Dartmouth College, Howard University, and the
state universities of Michigan and Oregon.

'Report of the Commissioner of Education (Washington: 'Bureau of Education, 1913),
p. 520.

'National Council of Teachers of English, Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Meeting,
English Journal. V (1910, 59.

'This writer found that in the Northwest Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
there were, in 1958, only three institutions of over 00 students which did not include a course
in methods of tenehing English.

'National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, Curriculum Pro-
grams (Washington: National Education Association, 1959), pp. 20.21.
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Part I of the questionnaire asked the teachers to pass judgment on the
value of the ourse as a %dude: Part I I asked them to rate each lerture-disenssion,
demonstration. and assignment as to its usefulness in preparing them for
teaching shunt Mns: Part I l l asked them to died: from a list of items those
which they thought should be added to the course: Part I \' asked them to
list, parts or the course which should he emphasized more and the park Ivhielt
could he omitted Without loss: finally they were invited to comment freely.

Results

In Part I raters were asked to check one or three statements which best
dt.seribed the value of the conm, as a whole. Thirty-two checked "very
helpful," 12 checked "fairly helpful," and 2 checked not helpful."

They were next instructed to check the most useful phase of the course.
Fourteen checked ''The lectures and disenssions." 25 checked "The demonstra-
tions of teaehing methods and techniques," 2 checked ''The written assign-
ments." and 7 checked "The readings assigned in textbooks, professional books,
and professional magazines." Although it is obvious that many raters checked
two or three items instead of one as directed, the results show a preference
ror demonstrations and praetival assignments. A connnent from one teacher'
is representative of others on this part of the questionnaire: "I liked the
demonstrations of teaching grammar and motivating reading. I have used
over and over your stops in teaching Imetry, speeeh, and composition."

Part II of the questionnaire listed the main lecture-discussions, demonstra-
tions, and assignments of the course and asked teachers to rate them as follows:

"A" if it, gave you insight into teaching methods and techniques which
you actually adapted for use in teaching.
'li" if it gave yon useful knowledge as it background for teaching.
"C" if it was not useful to you, or not applicable to high school teaching.

The demonstrations, lasting from ten to twenty minutes, were given by
me or by class members to supplement the lectures and discussions. 2lore
than half the teachers rated the demonstrations listed below "A":

Correcting students' themes so that you teach individuals
Ilelping students solve problems involved in a writing assignment
.1Iotivating independent reading
Teaching poetry, plays, novels
The traditional versus the fmletional method of teaching grammar
Teaching usage by the oral methodr

Several raters suggested more demonstrations. Said one, "Lectures about
experiments in methodology and on factual material could be replaced by more
demonstrations of teaching techniques." On the other hand, only 12 teachers
thought that, observation of routine teaching in the public school; (there is
no campus school) should be added. Since observation was a prerequisite for
practice teaching, it had not. been ineluded in methods. The results of this
part and the teachers' comments indicated that demonstrations given by
the professor were more highly regarded than those given by students.
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Rated "A'' by more than 11;11f the teacher's were these assignments:
To plan a composition lesson from the assignment to the final draft.
To read student themes:. suggest revisions. and point 0111 errors
To plan a unit integrating the study of literature. composition, and speed'
To plan a lesson integrating. grammar with composition
'l'o plan a speech project

Although unit planning. was called very helpful by people, several reported
that Ilw round unit teaching troublesome. nnstweessful, or impossible. Said
one rater, "L'nits are ditlicult to execute for these reasons: Lack of prior prep-
aration on the students' part, lack of time ro planning., and the extremely
wide range of individual differenees within a single class."

All of the assignments rated "(!" (not helpful)) 8 or more times had to do
with tasks not needed by the teacher in his actual conduct of the class
period:

To examine standardized tests in reading and language and sleet several
for future use

To write a composition of the kind you will ask your students to write
To examine and comment on professional hooks

Only five of the 21 lecture-discussion combinations were rated "A" by more
than half of the teaehers ; all five dealt with what and how to teach:

The various plans for organizing the course in high school English
What shall be our objectives in teaching writing? 'What kind of writing

assignments will help reach t he objectives (Croup reports)
Descriptions of studies made by George Norvell and others concerning the

interests of children in literature
What usage items to emphasize and why (including mimeographed mate-

rial)
The steps in planning and teaching a project ill speech

Five other lectures rated not helpful by S or more were those aimed at
giving students a background of information which might, help theta gain it

better understanding of high school English:

What is efTective communication? (round-table (discussion)
Descriptions of experiments made to test the "intensive" versus the "ex-

tensive" method of teaching literature
History of the attitude of the sehools towards grammar and ''correct''

usage

Theories of teaching spelling

The other eleven lectures were rated "B" by 9 to 22 people. The lecture-
discussions were, as a whole, regarded as less useful than the assignments and
demonstrations.

Concern about grammar. Much worry and frustration over the teaehing of
grammar was evident. Twenty-thee teachers comment ed that they often con-
sulted their class notes regarding grammar, 17 believed that grammar should
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RESEARCH: A PRIORITY

David H. Russell, University of California, Berkeley

In the Spring 1963 issue or Tt Ascrio Scholar. Mr. -Jacques Barzu
uses his favorite epithet when he labels linguistics as an example of scictisa.
He says further, The issue collies down to this: Are the produets of the human
mind (in this instanee. 'lingua:x(0 to be treated like natural objects ?" However
eloquently and eruditely NIr. Barzun puts his answer. some of us arc a little
tired of black and white labelling, of dividing human knowledge into science
and 110INCiellet`. of saying that experimental methods or investigation apply
to one field of study but not to another. It is my thesis not only that many
aspects of verbal behavior are amenable to scientific investigation. but that it
is high time we get busy eombining literary scholarship with some of the ex-
perimental approaches of psychology and other disciplines. Ii is high time
we had more facts about the teaching of English whether derived from literary
scholarship, psychologieal research. or, even better. a eombillat ion of the Iwo
approaches.

My assumption, accordingly, is One which a few of you have heard me state
before: 'caching is an art, and good teaching is a great art, but more and
more it is an art influenced by scientific investigation. How can we develop
this eoncept with a group of young people who, as English majors, are
acquainted with some aspects or literary scholarship but who are soon to be
mightily involved in the learning processes of 30 children or 150 teenagers?
How can we help these teachers-to-be or teachers-in-service to find a basis
for their teaching \dell includes but goes beyond literary history? Can we
move people from a central concern with literary genres, the new criticism,
William Blake, or Emily Dickinson to seeing their problem in terms of in-
dividual differences among adolescents, how one learns to write a decent
paragraph, and the development of a permanent habit of reading good books?

The Place of Educational Research

Before attempting to answer such hard questions, may I generalize about
the role of educational or psychological research for a few minutes? What is
its place in the total educational enterprise? What do we know about its
strengths and weaknesses?

In advocating priority to research on teaching English. I am not implying
that all problems of English or literary scholarship can be tackled this way.
In a recent paper Northrop Frye suggested that there are three concerns in
the study of literature: (1) the theory of literaturewhich is the domain of
criticism, (2) the practice of literatureor learning to write for oneself
(usually not accomplished in university classes), and (3) the teaching and
learning of literature and languagewhich has not always been the concern
of university departments of English. It is this third area for which I ant
especially recommending the empirical, "scientific" methods of research, al-
though they may be applicable to the first two fields as well.

:tj
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variations in language. learning to write. and d..vi.kipment or pertnawit habits
of reading! Solve students. NVOril 1110110(1S" eiMrses or resentful of
"education'. classes, will resist what to them is a new approach at least ill
the first weeks of class seminars or meetings. 1 believe. however. that emphasis
upon an established body of research not only will have intelleental respect-
ability for them, but will gradually begin to function in their thinking.

Here, then. are five concepts about research may he gradually de-
veloped over a semester. Time permits me to enlarge on only one of these,
and you all fluty wish to add to the list as you work with your own students:

(1) ill-march has How income an integral part of the total ,ducational
tuterprisi. As I suggested above, it is only about GO years old. and there are
many gaps in our knowledge. Furthermore, until recent years research in
edneation has been an infinitesimal part of our annual 25 billion dollar budget
for education. particularly in comparison to big business and industrial eor-
porations where research way he allocated from four to ten percent of the
;1111111;11 budget. Edueational research is sumll in comparisim but becoming
ever more influential.

(2) Thure are three hinds of operation or three functions in the total
nseareh process. The first of these, is the function of the diseovery of new
knowledge, usually associated with what we call basic research but. in our
field, not unknown to the gifted teaeher. Research studies by -Judd and
on eye umvements in reading or Thortodw on Word rrvglieney Were attempts
to get at knowledge for its own sake. The second op, ration is the applieation
of basic knowledge to technolog.y, instrumentation, and practicew11;it
irmally call applied research. The studies or eye movments were applied in
reading., science. history, and other subject 111;11 1(.1.. Thormlike's work led to
a large group of applied studies on simplifying vocabulary bud on readability.
The third funetion is that of innovation and disseminationactually trying
out the new ideas or materials, getting schools or school systems to undertake
some new, overcoming the lag between what we know and what we do,
The unclear physieist to the electrical engineer to the num who repairs your
transistor radio: the chemist to the pharmacologist to the doctor who works
with the patient ; in English teaching, for example, the scholar in linguistics
to the doctoral candidate making a careful study of three bases for teaching
grammar to the textbook writer or teacher of English composition. All three
have functions to perform in relation to research,

(3) There arc some ceestablished frays of studying research fm. oneself.
I believe that every student in a course on the teaching of English should learn
"how to do it oneself." He should become acquainted with (a) some of the
standard research references and (b) some current research reports on a topic
which interests him, Perhaps all of you here have your students learn to use
such library resources as the Education index, the Encyclopedia of Educational
Research, the Hcricte of Educational Research, and the new Handbook of
Research on. Teaching. I hope that all of you envourage your students to read
not only summaries of research but a few current, primary sources in the
English Journal, the School Review, the Journal of Educatimod Research, or
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generative grammar or Ow usage approach ill developing better writing
All these conditions are hard to control experimentallywhich is often a reason
educational research is a bit unsatisfactory. ()Illy the experimental approach,
however, can give us some of the deeper answers We Wahl to Itian3- problems
of teaching English.

A Case Example: Teacher Load
This hierarchy of three approaches to a problem has been likely illustrated

in the last annual meetings and other activities of the National Council of
'Teachers of English. For some years there has been a vigorous discussion on
teaching load in the Directors' and business meetings of the organization. In
1956 and 1957 the Council passed resolutions on the problem. and in 1958
passed another resolution reaffirming a ecommendation of a ntaximum teaching
load of four classes per day for high school teachers. or twelve semester hours
for college instrnetors with enrollment limited to not more than 25 students
per class.

Now this resolution may illustrate a worthy position and be an excellent
stand to take in relation to public interest in the secondary school or college
class. Front a strictly scientific point of view, however, we have no evidence
that 100 students is the proper teacher load or cutting point ill high schools.
S(ane teachers may be better in large groups, some read compositions faster,
:Mille are better able to concentrate on one or two eomposition abilities being
practiced, some have heavy outside demands on their timea hundred factors
may affect the derision of what to do about teacher load. Recently the Com-
mittee on Research of the Cmmeil took the matter under study and did several
things. First. it pointed out that careful studies of teauher load in English
had been madethat there were some 170 references and perhaps 30 or 40
worthy studies of the question going back at least to Dora V. Smith's investi-
gation reported in her doctoral dissertation.

The first step, accordingly, for anyone interested in the problem was to
learn what was already known about it. (Incidentally, the Council is preparing,
such a summary with the help of Professor Ingrid Strom, and this will be
available to Directors of the Council and other interested persons.)

Second, the Research Committee pointed out that the question of teacher
load could be considered a part of the general question of how English teachers
spend their time, in and out of school. A survey study using questions on many
activities would have the advantage of not singling out for special notice the
number of students taught or amount of time spent reading compositions.
The questionnaire or interview schedule would have to be checked for ambiguity
in questions and simplicity in tabulation. Decisions would be needed on what
kind of a sample population should be studied.

Third, the Research Committee analyzed some of the subquestions under
teacher load to illustrate the complexity of the problem. The analysis showed
conclusively that there is no single or simple-minded answer to problems of
teacher load which involve such factors as number and length of compositions
assigned, ways of marking, amount of revision required, class size, and a dozen
other factors. Depending upon the kinds of facts wanted, the Committee
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poposed at least three kinds of researches other than surveysease studies,
comparative investigations, and experimental researches with careful control
of all but one or two variabks. For each of these approachs, a areroi research
design and help from design and statistieal experts %void(' he necessary. If
anything like a national sample of students was involved, half a million dollars
might be needed for the study or a series of related studies.

The point to the above sample analysis is not that we are ignorant of
;sroblems of teacher load in English. We have intuitively suggested it maximum
of 1(10 students in four high school periods. 'lather, we need to go beyond
our best guesses to get the facts and to test our hypotheses. Most or us here
should be able to take an intelligent position on the question of load, to go
beyond surmise to some knowledge of the complexities of a problem laving all
teachers. Because questions or fact are involved, empirieal research must be
used to give us some of the answers we need.

Some school people are like nurserymen with a new hybrid. They want to
get the new idea into eommercial production right away. The researcher, on
the contrary, wants to take time to produce the hybrid in the first place, and
then he \vaults to give it a careful tryout. under controlled conditions. l'arefai
research in teaching, as in other areas, is, in the words of C. 1'. Snow, "a self-
correcting system. There is no fraud (or honest mistake) which is going to
stay undeteeted for long . . . criticism is inherent in the process itself." The
research worker does not want the teacher to acquire what Martin Mayer called
'it superstitious belief in the juju of educational research." Ile wants to
move the teacher front being a "passive purveyor of pedagogical platitudes"
to a person who oceasionally engages in SantayallaS surmise,'



THE ROLE OF THE ENGLISH EDUCATION SPECIALIST IN
SUPERVISING AND CONDUCTING RESEARCH

Margaret Early, Syracuse University*

What is the role of the English edueatioh specialist in supervising research
The question implies that a major responsibility of the English education
specialist who teaches in a graduate school is to direct doctoral research related
to the teaching of English. In order to do so. 'at. must understand the functions
and limitations of research. particularly of the kind that can be eimilueteo by
the unsnbsidized graduate student. If research is not to be limited by shortness
of time and money and lark of personnel, the English education specialist may
need to extend his role to seeking financial sumairt for research ideas that
may also generate doctoral studies.

The English education specialist should know what questions need to be
asked about Englishhow language skills and appreciation of literature may
be learned. how they may be taught. and how the curriculum limy be organized.
This implies a knowledge of what research has been done in the field and an
ability to read research. The English education specialist should know what
we most want to know in order to improve our understanding of English and
the teaching of English, and he should also know what research wet hods eau
be applied to find valid answers. llis knowledge of research methods probably
eannot he as technical as that of the expert in statistics and research design.
but he must understand these at least %cell enough to seek help from statisticians
and psychologists. If he cannot use the researcher's tools directly himself, lie
must know their force so that lie will not be dazzled by statistics and thus fail
to detect unanswered questions which the outward display of accuracy can
often conceal.

The English education specialist must have a philosophy of research. Per-
Imps the word itself has become too overworked ever to regain a common.
precise definition. Most of us would recognize degrees of elasticity in the
definitions of doctoral research and some latitude in the types of research we
would accept or reject at this level. Perhaps this is largely a personal matter,
or an institutional one; at any rate it scents unlikely that the quality of
doctoral research eau be legislated. The responsibility of the English educa-
tion specialist to his profession is to maintain standards he respects; his
reponsibility to his students is to make these standards known. Certainly it is

the prerogative of the individual professor to reject, for example, historical
surveys or studies of current practices. But for the individual or institution
that maintains rigid definitions of research, it would seem to be a correlative
responsibility to recognize the values of other kinds of thinking, the powers

of the left hand," in *Jerome Brinier's phrase.

*In preparing this initial discussion of a few of the ideas implicit in the topic assigned
to the group on research, I have drawn from preliminary correspondence with the consultants:
John S. Simmons, eoehairman; Oscar Haugh, John Brownell, and Lou La Brant. Although
Dr. La Brant was unable to attend the conference, she contributed many of the ideas contained
in this paper.
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Did the subjects merely make better seores on it test, or did I liey begin to rend
more books? (Jr did they show marked improVeluent iu voill'ses that require
reading?"

The "So What?" Test
Early in the game, the thwtoral candidate and his advisor must face the

`so what'" question. This is not wholly allAWered by the benefits that accrue
to the investigator in carrying out the study. Even though the research of a
single investigator is novessztrily limited, the study should be derived front
carefully eolleeied theory. Otherwise, ill the words of Edgar Dale. the study
may prove only that we can do better %chat 5110111(1 not have been done at all.
Many questions are not truly researchable, even though a design can be found
to test them, because they arise from Unsound premises. The role of research
is to verify assumptions that are worth verifying.

The **so what ?" test helps to define what our questions really ask. For
instance, to ask teachers their opinions of anthologies may tell us something
about the teachers but very little about anthologies. A content analysis made
by a e0111petent, open-minded critic would be a better souree of information
about what anthologies are, lint it would tell nothing about what they (10. The
essential question may not refer to anthologies at all, since our interest as
educators is not so mulch in how literature is packaged but ill the effects of
literature neon readers.

So important to the aims of teaching are "effects of literature" that the
host of questions contained therein would undoubtedly satisfy the most rigorous
applications of so What ?.. But Which of these are researchable? Some ques-
tions belong to speculation and theory, to introspection and intuition. Research
design eonld probably haullle only a small corner of the total fabric of ideas
implied ill "effects of literature." A researillable question might emerge if
we could define and delimit "literature" and "effects" and "readers"for
example: how do adolescent boys of certain characteristics respond to selections
of humorous verse under certain cirettutstattees)

In the process of snipping off a manageable corner of an important idea,
the investigator sometimes loses sight of the total fabric. So does his audience.
Snippets of research depreciate rapidly When Viewed out of context.

So the synthesis of sound research findings is a major responsibility of the
English education specialist, one that he passes along to his doctoral candidate
through the writing of the dissertation and the resulting publications. For
unless the subject is so esoteric or the findings so limited as to defy interpreta-
tion, the investigator has au obligation to publish. In publishing the results
of a new piece of research, the writer should clearly show its relationship to
other studies. In addition to this type of synthesis, we need critical reviews
and syntheses of research that serve to keep alive studies of value and to kill
off those that have lost their usefulness. These periodic syntheses are useful
contributions of the English education specialist to the improvement of his
profession.

Learning to report research accurately is a major purpose of the doctoral
progrann. The obligation to publish carries with it a responsibility to state
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vkily mid simply the results of the study. Moreover, the report should show
how the results were obtained, giving full and accurate descriptions of the
instruments of the study. In many instances the words to describe elaborate
statistical treatment might be better spent on testifying to the quality of the
data and the procedure?: for collecting it. While different audiences demand
different levels of specifieity in reporting research studies, the best report is

probably the one that speaks simply and clearly to te;ichers of English and to
nonspecialists, rather than to special eoteries of psychologists, linguists. or
,tat isticians.

For many English edneation specialists, opportunities to engage directly
in postdoctoral research he restricted by various demands upon their time
and energy and interests: teaching, consulting. writing, administering pro-
gams. preparing instructional materials, serving local and national eommittees,
guiding masters and doctoral candidates, etc. The English education specialist
may choose not to conduct original research studies himself. but he eannot
reject his obligations as a eonsmner and interpreter of research. His knowledge
of research 'mist inform all his other activities, beeoming au integrall part or
his methods courses and his work with preserviee and inservice teachers.
Knowledge of researchwhat it tells and what it concealsis essential to his
theories of eurrieulum, teaching, and instructional materials.

With vomplete respect for research and its limitations, the English edneation
siweialist is too sophistieal tell to become a eultist. Ile !MOWS better than to ask
more of educational research than it can give in its present underdeveloped
state. Similarly, he knows better than to turn his back on data carefully
collected and recorded over the years, and still viable.



BECOMING THREE-STORY MEN
John A. Brownell, Claremont Graduate School

This eonference on English education and the faros of this partipular
group on research indieate that the professor of English or (Attention who
keeps one foot in English and one foot in pedagogy has emerged. If he is to
serure his place in the world of scholarship, he most Loth value and be adept
at inquiry. If he is to contribute to a definition of the discipline of English,
hell) devise a school eurriculum which is true to the nature of the discipline,
prepare noviees to teach in ileCCI'll With its concepts and methods of inquiry.
S11111'11' ise graduate research. and exemplify the vet era a at work at his craft.
Ile fares some major diffieulties.

Let me mention three. First, he must undertake types of inquiry in which
Most English departments heretofore have had limited interest. Second. he
requires knowledge in a domain with which most education departments are
only casually aequainted. As he proceeds, he win likely become aware of the
limitations of both departments. Third, he confronts the paucity ()I' theory
models without %Odell he will probably be unable to develop precise general
theories of English. His major diffienIty is not scarcity of research there are
several thousand studies in the area of reading alonenot want of research
problems. not unavailability of research teehniques. His major difficulty is that
inquiry in English has not been pulled together into a unified theory structure.
Without such theory. farts and generalizations lark relevanee, predictions about
the unobserved are impossible. and explanations cannot be warranted.

Oliver Wendell Ilohnes put the ease this way: "The recording of facts is
one of the tasks or seienee, one of the steps toward truth; but it is not the
whole of seienee. There are one-story intellects, two-story intellects, and three-
story intellects with sky lights. All fact collectors. who have no aim s'beyond
their facts, are one-story men. Two-story men eompare, reason. and generalize,
using the labors of the fact collectors as well as their own. Three-story men
idealize, imagine, and predict. Their best illnmination routes from above,
through the sky light." If the analogy is suitable, to improve students,
teachers, eurrienla, and research. our first task in interrelating English and
education is to become theorists, three-story men.

Necessary Questions
To move in this direction, I believe that we need to ask radical questions

about English, that is, those questions which go to the root of the matter.
What do we most want to know about English and its teaching.? What research
designs and methodologies could answer these questions? If we found answers,
what could we do with them? And could these questions and answers stand
the brutal riposte, "So what ?"

I should like to know some things that others may already know to their
satisfaction. What is the domain of English? If we do not know clearly its
nature, which includes not only what it is but also what it is not, then how can
we know when one is a practitioner of his subject and when he is not? Without
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a clear knowledge or what English is, how tan we know whether it question is
relryaut to the subject or not? HOW call We know what kind of evidence is
and is not relevant to a problem' What kind of evidence is relevant to the
demonstration of the truth of what kind of propositions about English? What
are the rules by which truths about English are determined! Do these rules
diter if one comes to English through a literary tradition rather than out of
anthropology or psyehology to linguistics and diein. to English? Are these
traditions so different, even incompatible. that literature and language are in
reality best considered separate domains! eau we be clearer about English if
we know %vhat some of the characteristics of other disciplines are

Is English like physics? That is, does English content eonsist of logically
related general statements? In physics, laws rest upon definitions and postu-
lates that give rise to theories Inuit which new laws van be deduced and tested
experimentally. Theory is the connection between empirical propositions and
postulates. The predictive capacity or the discipline is high: the explanatory
power of the physical approaches universality.

Is English more like history? That is, does English content consist of
particular statements rather than general ones. temporal statements and rela-
tions rather than logical ones, and evaluative statements whip!' do not establish
the truth of propositions?

Is English like matheinat;cs? Northrop Frye suggests in Design for Learn-
ing that literature bears sonic resemblance inasmuch as literature is a deduc-
tively organized study and, therefore, should be studied deductively.' lint
does English have as its Object 1111111ber, quantity, metric, universal form?
And has Frye given dontgla to the value modern mathematicians place in
heuristic approaches'

Is English a fine art or a technological art ? Is its chief value aesthetic,
or is it instrumental as in the production of sonic artifact? Whether a fine or
technological art, how does the intellectual element enter in?

In what sense are the objectives of the study of English determined by the
conceptual structure and modes of inquiry of the discipline? Have we under-
estimated the defining power of object, content, and methods of inquiry upon
objectives? Sonic philosophers have suggested that we have.

More narrowly, I am curious about how children can grasp and apply a
knowledge of metaphor. How and when can we teach metaphor inductively?
What intrinsic factors make a book difficult to read.? Certainly vocabulary
level, sentence length, sentence pattern do not explain difficulty in fiction.
Quantitative .reading formulas are really not much help in deciding reading
difficulty in works of fiction because the formulas have no way of accounting
for figurative language. Ow, then, can we assess difficulty in fiction?

Development of Curriculum Theory

Suppose we consider the immediate problem of reforming the English cur-
riculum. Can we expect to develop a theory of the English curriculum which
gives a systematic account of the field and is derived from a set of general

The Language of Education (Springfield, C. C. Thonnts, 196o).
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propositions about English and pedagogy? Yes, but only if general theories
of English and pedagogy were available, for, I would argue, a theory or cur-
rieulum for a discipline ought to he in harmony with the way we know that
discipline. Let me for the moment assume the prerequisites and proceed with
an analysis of a theory of curriculum suggested by Professor George A. Beau-
champ of Northwestern. If we had a curriculum theory for English, it would
consist of a set of related statements arranged to give functional meaning to
the whole series of events which comprise the teaching and study of English.
Such a set of statements would give greater meaning to the individual parts
and foster interrelationships among the parts. This structure, dominated by
the general character of the whole, would extend meaning to the set or events
we had chosen to include. The statements could take the form of descriptive
or functional definitions, assumptions, postulates, hypotheses, generalizations,
as long as they were till related. What was included in the statements would
be dictated by the scope proposed, the amount of empirical knowledge available,
and the degree of sophistication of theory and research surrounding the
elements included in the series of curriculum events.

If we set about to build theory according to this explanation of what
curriculum theory contains, and 1 hasten to add there are, manly other possible
explanations, what would we do? First, we would develop careful definitions of
technical terminology and use the terminology consistently throughout the
theory. Certainly recent studies in language illustrate this point. The level of
definition I have in mind is best exemplified in Ryle's works, Smith and Ennis'
Language and Concepts in Education,- or Israel Scheffler's The Language of
Education."

Second, we would arrange some scheme for classifying the existing knowl-
edge about the English curriculum. Hopefully we would develop categories
which have relationship with one another according, to pre-established criteria;
that is, we would build a taxonomy. The selection of horizontal sorting factors
to use in this classification scheme would be crucial. About thirty years ago
sonic attempted to classify the English curriculum by the "language arts"
categories of reading, writing, speaking., listening. To classify thus was to
establish a horizontal sorting factor of skill or function. Such a classification
did not reflect a conceptual structure of English nor did it order English by
its modes of making new knowledge. It was an instrumental classification.

In classifying existing knowledge of the English curriculum we would
account for the current concepts and ways of knowing in the discipline and for
knowledge from other disciplines such as philosophy, psychology, sociology
which help in understanding human enterprises, Based on our previous ex-
perience in currieulum planning, we would include our knowledge of operations
and procedures. And certainly we would account for such design elements as
the selection of concepts to be included, the ordering of the concepts in such a
way as to account for the mode of inquiry in English, and the choice of specific
approaches to various concepts. From this classification scheme we would quite

Language and Concepts in Education (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1960).
'Mc Language of Education (Springfichl, Ill.: C. C. Thomas, 1960).
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naturally develop it statement of a theory model. that is. a tentative set or
statements which give meaning. to the %vhole English curriculum; point up the
relationship of its elements; and direct its development, use. and evaluation.
The function of this model would be to provide a structure for malting general
theories of the English curriculum. The model would include our assumptions.
definitions, design for planning, prescriptions for the curriculum design, general
organization for instructional guides, mid plan for evaluation of the currieulum.
Inasmuch as classifiers would differ, models would vary.

In the third step in building a theory, we would make inferences or predic-
tions beyond what we currently know about English. llerein would be the real
test of the maturity of our theory: prediction. Testing inferences would lead
its to a host Or research problems. lint each would now be related clearly to
some larger configuration of ideas. Actually curriculum research at this time
is far below the level of testing predictions. It is rather nearer the level of
yielding hypotheses. Predictions lie ahead.

If we could proceed through the first four stages, we would arrive at the
building of subtheories of procedure, content selection and arrangement, evalua-
tion, teacher preparation, organization of English faculties, appropriate build-
ings and equipment, and requisite materials.

The greatest advantage of this concern for theory is that it yields practice,
and practice in turn supplies information for modification of theory. As
Schopenhaner said, ''What is right in theory must work in practice; and, if
it does not, there is a mistake in theory ; something has been overlooked and
not allowed for; and. consequently, what is wrong in practice is wrong in
theory too."

For the person coneerned with supervising and conducting research in inter-
field programs in English and education no single problem seems to require
greater attention than that of developing an adequate theory for the curriculum
and teaching of English. bet us turn our minds and energies to models which
provide a structure for making theories; let. its become three-story men.
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experimental courses of study, initiate professional programs, and co-
operate in or conduct research.

e. Professional educators for a variety of tasks, but specifically to work in
preprolessional and professional programs, with a strong background in
literature and language, experience in teaching at the secondary level,
and a special training in the disciplines of linguistics and psychology.

f. Professional educators, capable of directing research in English educa-
tion, with a background enabling them to deal with both elementary and
secondary curriculum problems, especially with emphasis on the teach-
ing of reading and children's or adolescent literature (the latter two
positions involving guidance and eonduet of research).

g. Liaison personnel, to work at a variety of tasks. but mainly to implement
the work of scholars and educators and to clarify the positions of each
by active field work in the schools.

I have drawn this list, incomplete as it is, from the requests crossing my desk
and from vacancies listed at the placement bureau of the University of
Minnnesota.

I should like to add one other position not normally thought of as English
education. This additional position is that of the director of freshman English
in the college and university. In soauc institutions, lie may perform the func-
tions of several of the positions I have listed. Indeed, we are told, in the
February, 1963, issue of College English, that: "In the colleges, the tower of
strength is the director of freshmen English: he has a sound knowledge of
what can be done in the high schools; he knows what young people will do;
he is well trained in language and rhetoric." (p. 401). certainly these are
specifications for a person trained in English education.

Effective Graduate Education

Why are these positions English education rather than English? I think
the answer can be found, in part, at least, in the examination of graduate
programs in English. I am not, I should like to make clear, suggesting that
such programs are not valid for their purpose. I ow suggesting that many
such programs are invalid beyond their self-described end, which is scholarly
research and college, preferably graduate, teaching. I remain to be convinced
that an endless piling on of courses in English literature, often to the ex-
clusion of courses in American literature, and not uncommonly to the exclusion
of courses in the nature, history, and structure of the English language, is a
satisfactory preparation for performing effectively in the kinds of positions I
have outlined above.

On the other hand, I am equally convinced that English education must not
be a mere piling on of courses in curriculum construction, tests and measure-
ments, audiovisual methods, statistics, research design, personality analysis,
educational history and philosophy, psyel:ology of learning, group dynamics,
and the like. The program in English education, it seems to me, must be a blend
of English and of education in a specially designed program. The major de-
partment itself is of little consequence, so kag as the other area is not excluded.
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GRADUATE PROGIL IN ENGLISH EDUCATION

If the Al lerton House conferees really believe in Resolution Number 4con-
cerning the status of professors of English educationI think the dioiee of
major will be unimportant. Ifopefully, the resolve will lead to the deed.

To till each of the positions I. have cited, the individual needs certain basic
competencies in both English and education. That is, he must know the subject
matter whereof he speaks, lint he must be able also to deal with pedagogical
problems in a highly practical way. He must not 1w so blinded by the idealism
of scholarly research inn literature that. he cannot see the jungle of the adoles-
cent society. He must be able to answer basic questions relevant to curricular
change:

Whom are we teaching? For what pi pose?
What currienlar changes will effect improved learning processes?
What are the appropriate bases for curricular change?
What assumptions underlie the changes?
Ifow does one evaluate changed programs?
What principles of teaching and learning are involved in these changes?

The individual ea liable of answering these questions (or at least knowing factors
relevant to the questions) cannot be educated in the typical English graduate
program. in many institutions at. present the candidate is dissuaded from
taking anything remotely related to education, and, in many cases, the candidate
for a degree may not present a dissertation involving anything but "pure"
English. I think specialists can be educated to deal with both the subject
matter and problems cited above in graduate programs in English education.

I should like to make a series of special pleas for parts of the English educa-
tion program which I feel may be lost sight of in the next decade. I should
hope that the doctoral specialist in English education would have a rather
intimate acquaintance with another languageif for no other purpose than to
have, in the words of one of my colleagues, "... something up against which to
rub his own. ." Quite obviously I am also suggesting that the specialist in
English education know something of his own languageits nature, its history,
its structure.

Further, I hope that the fields of English and education will be thought of in
their broadest terms. The specialist in English education must be so educated
that be can draw on information in the other disciplines relevant to English
the work, for example, of philosophers, psychologists working in the field of
verbal behavior, rhetoricians, anthropologists, and sociologists. The English
education specialist might well be as acquainted with Skinner as he is with
Shelley, with Bloomfield as well as the Brontiis. Within the foreseeable future,
it may not be asking too ranch that the specialist in English education know
something of eltomsky mad Vygotsky, either in the original or in translation.

One last special pleaI should like the graduate specialist iu English educa-
tion to know something of the field of public address, together with its core,
the analysis of argumentation and persuasion. Without this, he is limited in
the perspective required of a professional who would educate others and who
would develop sound programs for the secondary schools.

Is what I am proposing idealistic? I doubt it. Even if the present day
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"market" did not demand these kinds of programs. And it does. Even If the
future market did not demand them. And it will. I should still be persuaded,
if only self-persuaded, that the effective English educationist, and I use that
term in no pejorative sense, must be the well-rounded individual these programs
would provide.



FIFTH-YEAR PROGRAMS FOR PROSPECTIVE
TEACHERS OF ENGLISH

Richard A. Meade, University of Virginia

My responsibility in this symposium is to report certain filets dealing With
a new development in graduate programs in English education at the master's
degree level: the so-called fifth-year program.

Gradnate programs both in English mid in education have for many years
been designed for students who have completed undergraduate majors in Eng-
lish and certain education courses. More often than not the graduate student
has already completely met both professional education and English require-
ments for a teaching certificate. Such a graduate program bearing the classifica-
tion English education has probably had the student take about half his courses
in English and about half in education with some degree of flexibility in this
regard. For example, at. my institution, the University of Virginia, we have
had for about thirty years such a program leading to the Master of Arts degree.
More recently we have had a similar program leading to the Master of Educa-
tion degree.

Several years ago an innovation in master's work for teachers appeared in
the form of a new degree, the Master of Arts in Teaching. This pattern, as is
well known, is designed especially for graduates of liberal arts colleges who
have not had education courses. Students in this program gain certification for
teaching as well as further study in English while obtaining a graduate degree.
In the last few years other programs similar to the Master of Arts in Teaching,
but not attached to this particular degree, have appeared. Many are commonly
referred to as "fifth-year" programs. A main characteristic of them is that
the student is admitted without necessarily having completed any courses in
his undergraduate days that were especially intended to prepare him for
teaching. Another major distinction is that a "fifth-year" program of necessity
includes classroom teaching practice, either in the form of traditional student
teaching or the newer internship (although sometimes not for graduate course
credit), unless this requirement is waived because of teaching experience in
states that allow a person to teach without professional certification.

Last fall the Executive Committee of the National Council of Teachers of
English decided to prepare a bulletin setting forth descriptions of both "fifth-
year" and "five-year" programs of teacher preparation. The "five-year" pro-
gram differs from the "fifth-year" program in that a prospective teacher enters
it as early as the first college year, and usually no later than the third college
year, with his work both in English and in education designed for teacher
education. On the other hand, in the "fifth-year" program the student does
not begin teacher preparation until his fifth college year, which comes as an
appendix to regular baccalaureate work although the student on his own may
indeed have elected certain courses to prepare him for teaching.

The National Council has asked me to prepare the bulletin just mentioned,
and I have received information from many of you and others through ques-
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tionnaires distributed last. November. It is my purpose now to summarize some
of this information about "fifth-year programs. many of which result in the
awarding of a degree although others are designed solely to provide certification
for teaching. The facts presented here are alsmt degree-awarding programs
and come from reports on thirty-one programs in twenty-nine institutions (two
schools having two such degree programs each). Although other programs were
described in returned questionnaires. these thirty-one have been selected because
(1) they do not require any work in ednuation for admission and (2) they do
not take appreciably longer than an academic year and a summer to complete.
The term "fifth-year" program as used lucre refers to an initial teacher educa-
tion program, and the lack of prior training in education attests to this fact,
it is assumed.

Summary of Requirements

As to other admissions policies, 25 of the 31 programs require a major in
English. In general, other programs ask the candidate to have the usual number
of prerequisite credits for entrance to graduate English courses in the institu-
tion concerned. As to degrees awarded, 8 programs of the 31 give the Master
of Education; 11, the Master of Arts; 4, the Master of Science; 6, the Master of
Arts in Teaching; and 2, either the Master of Science or the Master of Arts.

In addition, 13 institutions specify a certain average grade as necessary for
admission as follows: a B average, 5; a high C -plus average, 2; a C-plus aver-
age, 5; and a C average, 1. There are also certain more general requirements
in many schools.

Of the 31 programs, 8 can be completed in one academic year; 18, in one
academie year and one summer; 4, in au academic year and two summers; and
1, in three trimesters. Two programs that take two or more years are not
included in this account because the questionnaire mentioned the equivalent
of a single year as a minimum time limit.

The semester-hour requirement for the greatest number of programs, 12,
is 30. One program requires only 26. Four require 32 semester-hours; 3 require
33; 4 require 36; 4 require 40; one, 46 ; and one, 46 and two-thirds. One re-
spondent indicated a total of 87 hours including undergraduate requirements
in both English and education.

All programs, of course, divide the required hours between English and
education. Twenty-three programs designate a minimum number of semester-
hours in English, which ranges from 3 to 24 with an average stated minimum
of 12.4 semester-hours. Eighteen programs state a maximum number of re-
quired hours in English with a range of from 12 to 28 with au average
maximum requirement of 17 semester-hours.

As to requirements in education, 27 programs state a minimum, with a
range of from 3 to 40 semester-hours, and an average requirement of 1(;.9
semester-hours. Twenty-four state a maximum, with a range of front 4 to 40,
and an average requirement of 18.9 semester-hours.

About two-thirds of the programs mention no specific courses, in English as
required. Only four specify more than one course. Eight programs mention a
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raised at this point: Is a thesis a desirable part of a teacher training program
that occupies only an academie year phis a summer?

Here we have a picture of 31 fifth-year programs that provide the prospec-
tive teacher with the opportunity (1) to become certified even if he has pre-
viously taken no courses for that purpose, and (2) to achieve a graduate degree
at the same time. Also, 26 programs were reported that claim the purpose of
providing certification through a fifth-year of work that is not planned to lead
to a degree, but l shall not review facts about these. Fifth-year programs for
teacher education. as well as five-year program's, indicate some movement in the
direction of providing a longer tulle than the usual fou -year undergraduate
pattern for the preservice education of teachers.

The fifth-year program raises the question of whether the student will ever
do real graduate work in the education component of his training. Although
the courses in education in the fifth year may be labeled graduate, the fact re-
mains that they are first courses. Graduate work, it seems to me, is nearly
always a second look and a more mat arc look. When will the teacher take this
kind of look at the content dealt with in educational psychology or in English
education? It is too early in this fifth-year movement to see the answer to this
question, but it seems to me pertinent to raise it.

Teacher education in a fifth college year constitutes one current type of
graduate program in English education. It is in this context that I have offered
these facts and observations today.



THE 1962 CEEB SUMMER INSTITUTES:
THEIR ACHIEVEMENT AND PROMISE*

John C. Gerber, University of Iowa

Of the many enterprises undertaken during the last few years to upgrade
the teaching of English, the 1962 Summer Institute Program sponsored by the
Connnission on English of the College Entrance Examination Board has been
the most dramatic and, in many ways, the most promising. Already it is clear
that the effects of this program are being felt in many high school classes, and
that the formula devised by the Commission on English is being copied widely
and successfully. The potential usefulness of such Institutes for the advanced
training of high school English teachers, therefore, has already been demon-
strated. What makes the CEEB Institutes of especial significance to :MLA
members, however, is that the program required twenty of the most influential
departments of English in the country to involve themselves directly in this
advanced training of high school teachers. These were not institutes conducted
by professors of education with the casual blessing of Departments of English;
these were institutes administered and largely taught by professors of English.
The difference is a very great one indeed. Whether we like it or not, the CEEB
Institutes have, in effect, forced those of us in Departments of English to ac-
knowledge a substantial responsibility for improving the quality of English
teaching in the high schools. Because of themand of such subsequent activi-
ties as the Allerton Conferenee and the Curriculum Centersa new appraisal
of our proper professional functions has been _quietly taking place on one
campus after another. Evers now it is no exaggeration to say, I believe, that a
Department of English may no longer claim to be of the top rank unless it
includes among its programs one or more designed to aid the high school Eng-
lish teacher, both the tenderfoot and the old-timer.

The purpose of this paper, however, is not to explore the implications of
these reappraisals that are taking place, but to examine the CEEB Institutes
that were so influential in initiating them. What were they? How good were
they? What should be done to make future institutes better? These are some
of the questions to which this report will address itself.

Since I had nothing to do with the organization or operation of the Insti-
tutes, I should probably explain at the outset why I have been asked to write
this paper. Just before the CEEB Institutes opened in the summer of 1962,
eleven of us were commissioned by the Office of Edneation to make an inde-
pendent evaluation of them.' What the Office of Education wanted to know was

Professor Gerber's report to the conference is subsumed in an article published in
PML:I, September 1963. This paper is all abridgement of the 1111LA article.

The eleven Evaluators included William P, Albrecht (University of Kansas), Dwight L.
Burton (Florida State University), Leon T. Dickinson (Missouri University), Frederick L.
Gwynn (Trinity College), Sumner Ives (Syracuse University), John E. Jordan (University of
California, Berkeley), John C. Mc Gaillard (University of Iowa), Lorietta Seheerer (Redondo
Beach High School, Redondo Beach, Calif.), Eugene E. Slaughter (Southeastern State College,
Durant, Okla.), Donald *R. Tuttle (Office of Education), Rosemary Wilson (School District
of Philadelphia), and John C. Gerber (University of Iowa), Chairman.
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whether these Institutes were activities worth the investment of federal funds.
In addition. the Office hoped to be able to publish a report that would he useful
for those sponsoring future institutes, whether they were federally supported
or not. As a result, the eleven of us, traveling singly, visited all but one of the
twenty Institutes at least twice, the normal visit being for the full school week
of five days.

Since the Institute staffs had not been fully informed of the fact that we
would be descending upon them in this way, it would be stretching the truth
a bit to say that they were enchanted when the first visitor arrived. But they
bore up bravely and almost did us in with their hospitality. They gave us
complete freedom to attend their classes, interview their participants, and talk
with their colleagues and administrators. Later. principally in January and
February of 1963, we visited the classrooms of 64 of the 86S Institute par-
ticipants, the 64 being selected to represent institutes; geographical sections;
large and small, urban and rural, and public and parochial high schools. In
evaluating the Institutes and their immediate impact upon the teaching of
the participants, we have employed over 200 criteria grouped under sitelt
headings as aims. staff, participants. curriculum, tests, schedules, and physical
arrangements. The complete and final report of our study will shortly be made
to the Mee of Education and presumably will then be made public by that
agency in the form of it monograph. What follows, after a brief description
of the Institutes, is a condensed version of our evaluation of their curriculum.

Facts About the Institutes
The prime desire of the CEEB Commission on English was to upgrade the

teaching of English in the nation's secondary schools, especially the teaching of
English to college -bound students. More specifically, it hoped (1) to improve
the academic preparation of 900 earefnlly selected teachers of English, (2) to
amass samples of excellent teaching materials appropriate for college pre-
paratory classes in grades 9 through 12, (3) to engage university faculties
more actively and more realistically in teacher training, and (4) to prove the
feasibility of similar institutes, supported by grants from foundations or from
the federal government, beginning in 1963.

Since the Commission hoped to reinvigorate the teaching of English on a
national scale, it invited departments of English in 20 universities from coast
to coast to net as hosts for the Institutes. The first 20 to be invited accepted :

Cornell, Duke, Harvard, Indiana, Michigan, Nevada, NYU, Ohio State, Penn
State, Pittsburgh, Rutgers, St. Louis, Southern Illinois, Stanford, State Uni-
versity of New York at Albany, Texas, Tulane, UCLA, 'Washington, and
Wisconsin.

Normally, Institute classes met every school day for either six or eight
weeks, depending upon the length of the university's summer session. At most
Institutes at workshop was scheduled for two or three afternoons a week, though
at Harvard the whole sixth week was set aside for it. At Michigan an optional
workshop was offered during the last two weeks. The host university awarded
graduate credit varying front five to twelve hours, depending upon local de-
cisions and practices.
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To he or continuing service to the participants and to evaluate the im-
mediate impact of its institute, each host university released one stair member
half-time during the fall term, 1962-6:3, to visit the high school classes of every
participant. In his visits this instructor tried particularly to see what use was
made of the ideas and practices learned in the Institute, how useful the work-
shop materials were proving to be, and to Ivhat extent the participant was
sharing with his colleagues the concepts and materials he had gained in the
Institute. To evaluate its program, the Commission on English will use the
reports of these follow-up visits, reports from the Directors of the Institutes,
the results of diagnostic and final tests, and whatever other data it can assemble.
The Commission promises that its final report will appear early in 1964.

Curriculum

The curriculum of the Institutes consisted of three coursesLiterature,
Language, Compositionand a workshop. It was a format that won an over-
whelming endorsement from both the stalls of the Institutes and the partici-
pants. And well it should have. It included graduate training in the three
disciphlies in Ivhih an English teacher must develop sophistication, and it
provided an opportunity for the participants to translate this graduate training
into the practical work of the high school classroom. While there is a place for
the more specialized instituteone, for instance, in linguistics aloneit is hard
to see how the CEEB format can be improved upon if one is attempting to pro-
vide a rounded training within a single summer session. Our Evaluators were
unanimous and enthusiastic in approving the design of the curriculum. What-
ever reservations they had witli respect to the curriculum were coneerned with
the operation of the several parts. The discussion that follows, therefore, will
be of the three courses and the workshop considered separately.

The Literature Course. The aim of the Literature course was "to increase
the teacher's knowledge of what is involved in the close reading of a literary
work." To this aim the instructors closely adhered. Although extrinsic con-
siderations occasionally entered informally into the class discussions, there was
little or no formal attempt to include them. The classes in all Institutes followed
the syllabus closely; they began with an examination of poetry and then moved
to fiction and drama. Matters of primary interest were genre, point of view,
structure, meaning, and mode. Subsidiary elements that received especial
stress were imagery, figures, symbols, irony, paradox, diction, and syntax.
There was much fruitful discussion in all twenty classes about what will "open
up" a text for the reader so that he can read with greater pleasure and under-
standing.

The participants gave their overwhelming endorsement to this course. Of
the 809 who responded to a poll taken toward the end of the session, 78 percent
found the emphasis on close analysis "fully acceptable" or "acceptable"; 82
percent rated the organization and scope "excellent" or "good"; 81 percent
thought the level of difficulty "about right"; 77 percent thought the course
"extremely valuable" or "valuable" for their own education; and 58 percent
rated its practical value for their own teaching either "extremely helpful" or
"helpful." The 64 participants interviewed by our Evaluators in January-
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and February 1963 were still enthusiastic about the course though only 45
percent said that it had actually been "extremely helpful" or "helpful" to
them hi their teaching of literature during the first semester of the school year.

There are many signs that the impact of the course was being felt in the
classes taught by these participants, but possibly not so many signs as the
Commission might, have hoped for. Close to 60 percent reported that they had
made no change in the organization of their work as a result of the con rse,
though several in this group said that their courses were already organized for
work in close analysis and a few others said that they planned to recommend
changes when next their curriculum was up for study. Many pointed out that
the effects of the course could best be seen not in any reorganization of their
courses but in their stronger insistence upon careful reading. Yet here and
there, organizational changes had already taken place. In order of frequency,
the most important of these were a dropping or modifying of a strictly chron-
ological organization in favor of the generic, more integration of the work in
literature and composition, more use of contemporary literature, and a greater
emphasis upon poetry. One participant said he was organizing the junior year
around tragedy, and another mentioned that he was developing a seminar for
ten gifted students.

About half of the 64 participants interviewed said that in classroom pro-
cedures they were spending more time having students analyze literary works
in class, they were trying to ask more probing questions, they were giving more
attention to the author's "voice" and to imagery, they were requiring more
writing in class, and they were making greater use of panel discussions and
oral reports. Many participants felt that the intellectual tone of their class
work in literature had greatly improved.

The Language Course. The stated purposes of the Language course were (1)
to make the teacher more aware of language as a field of study, (2) to show him
the basic assumptions and methods of linguistics, and (3) to encourage him
to undertake further study of linguistics and offer guidelines for that study.
In order to accomplish these aims the linguistics instructors agreed upon a
syllabus that identified five areas of study : the nature of language and how
it can be studied, phonology, grammar, varieties of language mid usage, and
historical changes in usage. To the extent that these five areas were touched
upon in all 20 Language. courses, it can be said that the instructors followed
the syllabus. But that is about all that can be said. The instructors gave their
own emphases to the course, often had quite different things to say about the
new grammars, and employed their own teaching techniques, some of which
were strikingly ingenious.

When polled toward the end of the Institute sessions, 64 percent of over
800 participants found the objectives of the course "fully acceptable" or "ac-
ceptable"; 65 percent 'thought the organization of the course "excellent" or
"good"; 68 percent thought the level of difficulty "about right"; and 63 per-
cent thought the course "extremely valuable" or "valuable" for their own
education. But only 35 percent thought it "extremely helpful" or "helpful" to
them as teachers. Roughly two-thirds of the participants, therefore, approved
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of the course in most respects; the other third varied from those who were
mildly displeased to those who actively resented it.

When our Evaluators interviewed 64 of these participants in January and
February of 1963, well over two-thirds had kind things to say about the course.
There was still a minority which complained that the course went so fast they
could learn nothing well. Some felt that too much time had been spent on
phonetics, that the course was disorganized, and that the instructor was too
evangelical. Some were still downright resentful that the instructor had been
so patronizing toward them because of their predilections for traditional gram-
ma. But the great majority felt they had been given a broader and more ac-
curate concept of what language really is. Those who previously had had some
experience with structural or tranformational grammer claimed that the course
accelerated what. one liked to call his "liberal tendencies." Many mentioned
their gratitude for a sharper terminology, for excellent. bibliographies, and
for a stronger linguistic background. Most of those who still professed to be
traditionalists were apologetic, maintaining that they were clinging to the old
concepts only until they learned more about. the new. A majority of the 64
interviewed said they planned to study more in the field, either by taking
graduate courses or by reading on their own. One said the course so excited
him that he might well specialize iaa linguistics. In short, these participants
seemed to give the course a heart-warming endorsement.

When asked whether they had reorganized their courses in any respect. as
a result of attending the Institute classes, about 60 percent. said that .they had.
They indicated such innovations as units on the history of the language, the
levels of usage, etymology, dictionary study, and local dialects. Several said
they were introducing elements of structural grammar into their courses; two,
for example, said they were placing the stress on sentences instead of parts
of speech. Clue was using phonemes in teaching spelling, another in teaching
punctuation. One had developed a unit on the language structure of a poem;
another had a series of lessons on the morphology in 1984. Several were re-
organizing their courses to accommodate them to Roberts' Patterns of English.
And one somewhat dazed gentleman said that. he had eliminated all the units in
his course involving a study of traditional grammar, but he wasn't quite sure
what he had put in their places. Most of these course changes were slight,
but it, was probably too much to expect general reorganizations the first year
after the Institutes.

The Composition. Course. The principal aim of the Composition course was
to help the participant become a better writer himself and a better critic of
others' writing.. It attempted "to give a new experience and awareness that will
increase the teacher's power to evoke good writing from his students, both by
better directed assignments and by more accurate judgments of their writing."
Since the composition experts attending the 1901. planning session could not
agree on a single syllabus, they created two. The first was essentially sub-
jective and experiential, stressing the role of the writer; the second was basically
diagnostic, .stressing the art of writing. The first syllabus was employed at
Cornell, Harvard, Indiana, NYU, Penn State, Pittsburgh, Rutgers, Stanford,
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Tubule, and UCLA; the second at. Albany, Duke, Michigan, Nevada, Ohio
State, St. Louis, Texas. Washington, and -Wisconsin. Southern Illinois de-
veloped a synthesis of the two syllabi. It would be difficult, to prove that one
Composition course was more effective than the other. Our Evaluators found
the first more interesting bemuse the material was fresher and, possibly, more
substantial. Furthermore, the instructors clearly had a more messianic fervor;
their voices were pitched a bit. higher; their gestures were more abandoned ;

I1)1(1 their assignments were more ingenious. But there was 110 evidence that
they urged their students to a higher pitch of creative activity or that the
students were more grateful. Indeed, the participants from the other course
seemed later to find that its approach and materials were more helpful in teach-
ing composition in high school.

During the 64 follow -up visits, slightly over 60 percent from the course
emphasizing the role of the writer and 48 percent from the course emphasizing
the artistic: prodrut said they had reorganized their work, at least in part,
sinve returning from the Institutes. Participants from both groups testified
that they were placing more stress on expository and less on imaginative writ-
ing, that, they were trying harder to integrate the work in composition and
literature, and that they were giving more emphasis to composition generally.
fn addition, participants from the first group mentioned reorganization in order
to give more weight to such matters as the speaker's relation to his audience,
"voice," tone, style and definition; those from the second group emphasized
changes to give greater stress to such matters as purpose, introductions, para-
graph organization, transitions, and deadwood.

Of the participants from the course emphasizing the writer, 60 percent said
they had made changes in classroom procedures; from the course emphasizing
the written product, almost 70 percent said the same. Participants from both
groups said they were making, more use of mimeographed materials in class
and hoped to be able to use an opaque projector. Both groups mentioned that
they were having more class discussion and more close analysis in this discus-
sion. Participants from the first course particularly mentioned experimentation
with the Socratic method, with the integration in class of work iu eomposition
and literature, and with classroom conference. Students from the second course
mentioned experimentation with class analysis of themes, with class themes
written under pressure of time, and with the grading of themes in class and by
the class.

Two-thirds of the participants from the course emphasizing the role of the
author maintained that they were changing, their assignments; almost 80 percent
from the course emphasizing the artistic product said the same. The changes
attributed to the Institute courses by the two groups Were almost precisely
the same: they were assigning shorter mid more frequent papers than before;
they were placing greater emphasis upon expository writing; they were trying
to focus their assignments more sharply and to make the statements of assign-
ments more specific; they were attempting to vary their assignments more
having experienced the agony of having their own papers red - penciled, they
were reading their students' papers with more discernment and compassion;
they were reading more for the overall effectiveness and less for mechanical
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lapses; and they were placing more emphasis 111)011 marginal comments and less
upon letter or numerical grades. One participant surely must have had his
gears ill reverse when he said that since the Instituteand presumably because
of itthe English department of which he is head has dilated a list of penalties
to assess in each grade level for theme errors.

As good as they were, though, the Composition courses could have been
better. There seemed to be no compelling reason for two courses. Whatever
the issues that split the group in the 1!161 planning session, there seemed to
be none during the time of the Institutes that was irresolvable. To the extent
that the courses differed, they were simply complementary. Each would have
been enriched by material from the other. A good course in composition, it
would seem, 5110111( deal hot 11 with the producer and the product, as the synthesis
achieved in the Southern Illinois Institute demonstrated.

The standards in the Composition course must be a matter of constaa
colleen'. The moment an instructor nodded, the Course slipped down to the
level of freshman Englishor below. To deQcrve graduate credit, this must
be an adranred course in writing. No textbook commonly employed in freshman
English eonrses should be used. Nor should assignments Commonly imposed on
freshmen he made. The readings should be the finest in the fields of rhetoric
and stylistics. The field of aesthetics could contribute much, and so might
genetic criticism, such as that in The flood to Xanodu. The use of the Phaedrus
proved that powerful rhet orient demonstrations, when not made an cull in
themselves, can be useful in a composition class. It hardly need be added that
assignments should be ones that require the highest level of sensitivity and
reflection of which the participants are capable. These ace obvious generaliza-
tions, but they need to be stated. There was a serious question in the minds of
our Evaluators as to whether some of the CklEll Composition courses merited
graduate credit. Even the participants soinetimes complained that they were
not being pushed hard enough.

Class meetings should be reduced sufficiently to make individual conferences
possible. Many of the composition instructors divided their class of 45 into
two sections and met them separately. Their argument was that they could not
handle a subject so intimate and detailed as composition in large sections.

The Workshop. The workshop seemed to he a nightmare for the staffs of
most of the Institutes. This %Vas the one aspect of the institutes that seemed
not to have been worked out with care. Franker than some of the others, one
Director said he just wished t he workshop would go away.

In theory the workshop was to he the capstone of the institute. It was in
the workshop that the participants were to bring together the material from the
three courses, integrate it, and apply it in working out lessons that they would
then test in their own classes dnrinv, the following school year. These laudable
aims were achieved in substantial measure by a fair number of participants.
But they were not achieved generally enough for it to be said that the work-
shop program as a whole was an outstanding success.

It is difficult and probably not necessary to describe the operation of the
workshops in detail. There were 13 different workshop schedules in the 20
institutes, varying from one that reqi;ired only two rather short afternoon
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meetings a week to one that set aside two whole weeks for workshop avtivities.
In addition, there were at least 14 ways of organizing the workshops: every-
thing from putting each participant on his own to dividing the participants into
three large groups, one for each of the three disciplines. Such diversity, to
be sure, does not necessarily indicate weakness, but in this instance our
Evaluators came to feel that it did. The lack of uniformity in schedules and
organization seemed to reflect a general uncertainty about the nature and lune-
tion of the workshop program.

Nevertheless the workshops succeeded in bringing the participants together
in relatively informal groups where they could share experiences and discuss
their common professional problems. In the opinion of many participants, this
%vas their most useful function. In addition, of eourse, the workshops resulted
in the production of scores of projects and lesson plans worked out by the
participants individually or in groups. Many of the simpler ones had already
been tried out in high school classes before our Evaluators visited the schools
in January and February. Among the more ambitious and yet untried were a
projoet in composition involving a ten-unit, course curriculum and one hi
language calling for a sequential program in high school linguistics. Undoubt-
edly, the most ambitious. however, was the 200-page St. Louis "syllabus," a
work which covered all three disciplines and attempted to outline a four-year
sequence, of studies designed to emphasize academic interestsboth literary and
scientificand prepare the student for college work. For each grade the syl-
labus stated aims. provided a Hawse of study, listed typical works to be as-
signed, and ineluded a few detailed plans with suggestions for applying the
studies of literature, composition. and linguistics in a specific context. As the
Commission on English had hoped, many of the workshop projects, like the
St. Louis syllabus, managed to combine work in two and sometimes three dis-
ciplines; that is. a project in the study of, say. Crane's "Open Boat." might
include provisions for making a lexical gloss and for writing a critical essay.

Despite their evident accomplishments, the bulk of the evidence indicates
that the workshops fell far short of the hopes that the Commission had for them.
The points of weakness were not hard to find; indeed, most of them were singled
out for our Evaluators by the participants and by staff members as well. It
should not be inferred from the following list of particulars that all of the
CEEB workshops were weak at all of these points. Far from it. Those were
points of weakness, however, found eommonly enough to bear mention. They
should serve as warnings to supervisors of future workshops.

1. OBJECTIVES. The results of the attempt by the Commission on English to
use the workshops primarily for the amassing of teaching materials were
not altogether fortunate. The objectives of a workshop should be less con-
cerned with production and quantity, more concerned with the critical
examination of concepts and procedures.

2. LEADERSHIP. Which too often the CEEB supervisor was grossly un-
sophisticated about high school English. ITis sentiments were sound, but
his advice was impractical. Patently, the supervisor of the workshop
should be someone who is at once sympathetic with the philosophy and

,r40
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objectives of the Institute and yet knows high school teaching, the prob-
lems of curriculum making, and the techniques of dealing with high
school administrators.

:i. Enut.E. Many participants complainedand Our Evaluators agreed
that when the courses and workshop operated concurrently, i1w schedule
became much too heavy, even for the best students. Furthermore, the
courses had far too little impact upon workshop projects when these
projects had to be selected and organized while the courses were just.
getting under way. The workshop should follow the courses, not operate
concurrently with them.

4. ORGANMATION. What the CEEB participants complained about most
bitterly was the lack of organization in the workshops. Much too often,
they did not clearly know where the workshop was heading or what their
particular obligations were. The result was that individually or in
groups they themselves too often had to try to make sense out of what
one participant called '`chaos."

But the last word should be a tribute to the vision and wisdom of the members
of the CEEB Commission on English who planned these Institutes, financed
them, and saw them through to completion. Their format was sound in prin-
ciple; their staffs were dedicated and hard-working; and their participants,
whatever the weaknesses of particular Institutes, Nvere immensely- benefited.
What is possibly most impressive is the continuing influence of the Institutes,
not only in the classrooms and school systems of the 1962 participants, but also
in the universities that have imitated the CEEB program in 1963and doubt-
less now in the classroom of their participants. Such influence deserves to
spread. For while our evaluation has stressedpossibly overstressedcertain
of the operational weaknesses of the CEEB Institutes, it has not criticized their
basic principles or the overall organization. Taken as a whole, the program
is both comprehensive and intellectually respectable. If the general competence
of high school teachers can be substantially improved within a summer session,
institutes modelled on the CEEB plan seem to be the most promising means for
doing it.
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THE CASE FOR AND AGAINST THE THREE-COMPONENT
CURRICULUM IN ENGLISH
Lennox Grey, Teachers College, Columbia University

One of the most important services to teachers of English in our time has
unquestionably been that of the recently retired executive secretary of the
MLA, George Winchester Stone, in initiating, securing Ford Foundation sup-
pot for, and conducting the Basic Issues C011 re rvnees of 1958 (which brought
together sonic twenty-eight representatives of the American Studies Association,
the College English Association, the Modern Language Association, and the
National Council of Teachers or English) and arranging for the publication of
The Basic Issues in bulletin form in 1959' and in paperback book in 1961.2

From those conferences have come stimulating and challenging develop-
ments. Among the most challenging is Professor Stone's "An Articulated
English Program : A Hypothesis to Test," urging radival concentration on a
writing component, a literature component. and teacher training elements
focused on these two components.3 Few college teachers have taken such pains
to think through the eunmlative development of these components from the
elementary to the graduate school. This thinking-though has been followed
by the challenging sponsorship of the proposal by the Commission on English
or the College Entrance Examination Board in a series of summer workshops
for teachers which have not only stressed the literature and composition com-
ponents but appear to have lifted linguistics from the. status of a subcomponent
to that of a main component, and literary criticism to the status of a fourth
component. Simultaneously, on a still wider front ranging from the develop-
ment of local programs to the national Project English, one can see responses
to both the Basic Issues Report and the Articulated English Program. On the
whole, there has probably been a more clearly identifiable response to the
Articulated English Program than to the 35 tough basic issues. It is im-
mediately reassuring or comforting to turn to the neat comparative simplicity
of a two- or three-component curriculum.

The ease is strong and cogent, particularly as a matter of educational states-
manship, for a concentration on needs in literature and writing at this time,
and even more for an improved program for preparing teachers, enlisting
the fullest possible range of academic and professional resources for the task.
Literature and writing are components which members of the several associa-
tions have in common and can come together on. They are fields in need of
attention and ready for development on several counts. Literary and linguistic
schsdars are developing exciting nor knowledge and methods in literary criti-
cism and the study of language that promise much for teachers too heavily
loaded to keep abreast of the growth of literature itself. Some of these develop-

1 The Basic Issues in the Teaching of English, supplement to the English Journal, Septem-
ber 1959.

'George W. Stone, Jr., (ed.), Issues, Problems, and Approaches in the Teaching of
English (New York: Holt, Rinehnrt mid Winston, 1961).

'George W. Stone, Jr., Supplement to PMLA, September 1959.
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ments promise much for teachers who lack hours enough in the day and night
to read and correct as many students' writings as seem desirable ;wording to
the older handbook grammar and usage practices. Other important matters
have been getting a larger share of attention particularly the context or the
student's experience, the context of liberal or general education, of which
English is a part, and the context of modern communication that is affecting our
work in many ways. It is high time, then, that there be some concerted fresh
work on these two components with which English began as a school and college
subject just about a century ago.

Omissions in the Three-Component Program

Any potential case against, the two- or three-eomponent curriculum is not
so likely to be against what is included as it, is likely to point at what may lc
ignored or seemingly rejected. American and British literature, the Bible, classic
and Nordic myth, and writing are all good. 1, for one, have devoted most of
my life to them and do not propose to "make a ease" against them. But any
responsible designer of graduate programs to prepare English teachers must
consider actual and potential eases for and against. any proposal as he has
had to consider them for other proposals of the past thirty years aimed at
unifying and focusing the English programsuch as the unifying concepts of
the comprehensive humanities programs, or experience curricula, or correlated
curricula, or communication-communication arts components, or American
studies as American humanities, or English language arts in a "human-growth-
and-development" and "areas of living" context. In my opinion these have
not been "driftings" but alternatives and possibilities in the dialectic essential
to any professional field.

How well, we must ask ourselves, does the newest two- or three-eomponent
program answer the well-stated question in Basic Issue 20

Can the English profession define its function narrowly enough to promise a really
good job of what it tries to do, yet broadly enough to encourage the most. fruitful
cooperation with other studies and with the whole educational enterprise?

Hasn't the emphasis in "An Articulated English Program" fallen too much
on the "narrowly" and not enough on the "broadly"? What of the humanities,
to take the most conspicuous example of a broader context, the hard-won
unifying context for English which has been provided over the past thirty
years by humanities programs at Columbia, Chicago, Harvard, Stanford,
Florida, to name only a few, and their extensions to high schools through the
John Hay Whitney programs and the new Encyclopaedia Britannica Human-
ities films? In "An Articulated English Program" I find reference to
"humanistic values" but only a little of humanities breadth. Is "An Articu-
lated English Program," with its emphasis so far on American and British
literature, open then to the charge of being an isolationist program? We all
know, of course, that skillful teaching cam reach out to the whole world from
American and British literature. But will we, and will other teachers, if we
do not make that possibility more explicit than I have heard it made so far?
And finally, won't a good many of us be troubled, in time, by what may he
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considered also an isolationist non. sequitur between the Basic Issues and the
three-component enrrienlinnwith the hitter appearing to answer by edict
rather than by inquiry or aCtual testing of the "hypothesis" the many un-
resolved points in the Basic Issues? Consider this one, concerned with the
broader study of the humanities, Basic Issue No. 25: "Ideally, how much
college study or language and literature is desirable for the secondary school
teacher? " which reads as follows:

English teachers should know their English. llut their teaching of English is likely
to be sounder if they also know at least one foreign language, other humanities, some.
thing of the social sciences and natural sciences.

Actually, I have not been fearful that English would become generally
isolationist as a result of the two- or three-component proposals, whatever the
narrowness of the starting point. I have been confident that English teachers
coining together in summer workshops and other conferences would sooner or
later reach out to the larger questions of context, reintroducing the larger
considerations of the humanities, of which American and British literature are
important parts. But there is a question of sooner rather than later, and a
danger of misleading our colleagues in other fields and the public as well as
teachers who have had narrow training and will here feel they have justification.

Effect on Graduate Education

The effect of "An Articulated Program" upon the graduate department of
which I am a part (which I like to think of as offering one of those "well-
established fifth-year programs . . . found in some states where a master's
degree or equivalent is required of secondary teachers" mentioned in Basic
Issue 27) will, probably be to increase our emphasis upon the humanities while
we also continue to emphasize the three components which we have concen-
trated upon since the 1940's in three basic courses: (1) The Reading and
Criticism of Literature (recently expanded a little under the title "Literature
and the Literary Audience" in order to help English teachers gauge and cope
with our Dwight McDonalds who are beating up or whipping up an unhealthy
elite-mass issue) ; (2) The Study of Language; mid (3) Communication and the
Communication Arts in the Modern Community, in which teachers get insight
into the problems of communication context they face and the resources they
may use from cultural anthropologists, from philosophers concerned with
communications, from artists in various fields concerned with their communica-
tion role., and others. These arc followed, of course, by more advanced studies
in American literature, British literature, and world literature, by studies in
classical influences on literature, by more advanced studies in literary criticism
and linguistics, and by other relevant courses in other graduate faculties of the
university. Our own courses in American, British, and world literature and
in linguistics, and our seminars, are largely concerned with the scholarly sub-
stance and method of these fields as they can be drawn on for teaching. In
student teaching and internships we seek to make the applications, with
attention to the varying contexts in which English teachers teach.

A word or two should be said about "communication relation to
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English and the humanities. Let me say in all friendliness and frankness
that I do not think an "Artieulated English Program or tt thee-component
literature-writing-linguistics curriculum Will accomplish by such casual read-
ing what is suggested about the modern communivat ion context in the opening
paragraph on writing in "An Articulated English Program":

The writing-component of "English" is equally sequential and incremental and eS
citing, involved as it is with the development. of a critical sense :tint organizing
ability. One function of good reading is to provide It context for relating and Putting
into perspective the many things that bombard the mind of the student daily in the
press, motion pictures, television, uml radio (itteluding the mixture of fact, prop
aganda, advertising, :I nd disjointed communication).

If teachers are to cope with the contemporary communication context. they
must give concentrated attention to it somewhere: to the very considerable
and respectable seholarship that has been developed in it in the past thirty
years and to its application in the context of English teaching. In our program
we learned this the hard way, and yet in a very rewarding way. Between
1938 and 1941, members of the Barnard College, Columbia College, and
Teachers College English and foreign language faculties carried on a seminar
for liberal arts college graduates in language arts and humanities. The 15 to 17
student members each year were teaching while they were studying, in ways
anticipating the Master of Arts in Teaching. They studied the new linguistics,
the literature of America and the British Isles, and literature included in the
new humanities program's. In the first year we offered a literature component
of the Great Books type, with great pleasure but with very little apparent
transfer from the seminar to the high school classroom. In the second year, in
those days of the first "good neighbor" policy with Latin America, we made
comparative studies of the literature read in North America and that read in
Latin America. There was more transfer but not enough. That was before
the days of the Puerto Rican migration. In the third year we concentrated on
the literary humanities with excursions into the other arts, currently evident
in New York City as a cultural capital. We included film and radio programs.
Immediately there was effective transfer, starting with the familiar film and
radio experiences and continuing naturally as we moved to literature and the
other arts, old and new.' We did not publicize our findings. We hoped to
carry on another three-year trial and demonstration. But the war blocked
both publication and further research at that time. At times it threatened
to blot out the humanities, English, and much besides that we value in liberal
and professional education. But in the name of communication and the'com-
munication arts we were able to serve both an acute wartime need and the
interests of English and the humanities through these commithication arts
as a kind of contemporary applied humanities, put to test on a national and
even international scale. And from what we saw tested and were sure of we

`Columbia University Cooperative Program for the Pre-Service Eduration of Teurhers:
A Staff Report of a Three-rear Demonstration Conducted by Barnard College, Columbia Col-
lege, and Teachers College in Cooperation with the Commission. on. Teacher Education of the
American Council on, Education, E. S. Evenden and R. Freeman Butts, editors (New York:
Teachers College Bureau of Publications, 1942), pp ' 15.
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developed our three components of literature, linguistics, and communication
arts. Of course, we were licensed of going overboard on "communication,"
when actually our single graduate communication course was only one of three
blisic components, and not more than a tenth ordinarily in an 18- to 24-
semester-hour English component in our master's program.

In the 12 or 14 or 1(i or 19 years at our disposal for the teaching of English,
is it "fragmenting," "drifting," or "crowding" to make a place for the
comprehensive humanities. and for some other reinforcing components besides?



COMMENTS AND REACTIONS
Dora V. Smith, Professor Emeritus, University of Minnesota

We have enjoyed a stimulating and profitable conference, considering to-
gether the problems of English education. I know you wish me to express our
thanks once more to those who have worked with vigor and with .foresight
to make our gathering here a memorable one.

We have agreed unanimously on the importance of an adequate background
in academie subjeet matter for those who are to teach English in the junior
and senior high schools of this country. Such a program, we believe, should
include (1) knowledge of English, American. and world literature; (2) an
introduction to the historical development of the English language and under-
standing of the present status of structural linguistics; and (3) at least one
course in composition beyond freshman English, which should help prospective
teachers to understand and to practice the principles of expository and per-
sonal writing which they will teach to high school pupils.t

1)r. Robert Poo ley has revealed to us a dearth of research which should
undergird our program of teacher preparation in English. He has also pointed
out too general inadequacy among us in understanding the techniques of re-
search necessary to intelligent reading of studies by others and to effective
designing of our own. We who teach English have seldom enjoyed an innate
capacity for mathematics. Fortunately, we have men and women on our staffs
in education and in mathematics who can help us. 'Would it not be profitt,ble
for ns to set up seminars for ourselves to which we might invite our colleagues
who are proficient in research to explain to us the terms necessary for efficient
reading of significant studies? Then out of such a conference might come a
permanent liaison between these experts and our graduate students and us
whereby we might depend upon their help in setting up research of our own.
A major eastern university employs a full-time research director who does
nothing else but serve this function for all concerned with carrying on research.

Of special interest to all of is is the summary and evaluation of research
in composition about to be published by a Council committee, chaired by
Richard Braddock of the Department of Rhetoric at the University of Iowa.
It opens with a section setting forth the flaws common to studies excluded
from the report, followed by a list of practices used in experiments which were
considered acceptable.2 The committee hopes the report may be useful as a
guide for those engaging hereafter in studies of the teaching of composition.

Back of research are always a questioning attitude toward glib generaliza-
tions on how best to teach various elements of the English program and a
constant searching for problems which need to be studied next. The habit of

' See The National Interest and the Teaching of English (Champaign, Ill.: National Coun
eil of Teachers of English, 1061), and tho report of the NCTE Commission on the English
Curriculum, The Education of Teachers of English for American Schools and Colleges (New
York : AppletonCenturyCrofts, 1963).

'Richard Braddock ct al., Research in Written Composition (Champaign, Ill: National
Council of Teachers of English, 1903).
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questioning can be instilled in students very early in their preparation for
teaching. For example, some years ago a book on the teaching of reading
reproduced a letter front Sir Winston Churchill to the king or England con-
cerning who should succeed him as prime minister if he should he killed on a
projected visit to France. The letter contnined thirteen adverbial clauses.

No one can read this letter intelligently," said the author, "unless he can pick
out these adverbial clauses and explain' their function in the sentence."

Nothing could lie easier than to test the validity of that. statement. A
graduate student drew up both a reading test and a grammar test based on
the letter. Eventually, the passage became one of many tested in her doctoral
study involving tenth grade students from widely separated sections of the
United States. The letter proved to be the easiest reading item in the entire
study and the most difficult one in grammar. It was Dr. Ingrid Strom, our
hard-working loyal chairman of this eonference, who made the study.

Some months ago, lovisited with a graduate student front a distant uni-
versity, who told me she had completed her course work for the Ph.D. and
planned to devote the spring term to her dissertation. "1 think 1 will write
on creativity," she said. if doctoral theses in the teaching of English are
allowed to degenerate into glorified term papers, there will be no impetus for
the research necessary to intelligent teaching of English methods.

Who Should Teach Methods?
There has been some discussion in various sections of the conference con-

cerning which department of a college or university should offer the course
in English methods. To me this question scents relatively immaterial though
it may be of interest to note that a resolution passed jointly by the College
Section of the National Council of Teachers of English and the Conference on
College Composition and Communication in .1962 recommended that "the
course in methods of teaching English, credited as work in education and
taught by a qualified teacher accepted by the departments of English and
education, be an integral part of the professional sequence of the English
major, and be included among the requirements for certification of English
t eachers. " 3

What matters most, it scents to me, is that we should keep the qualifications
for the position high.

1. The person offering the course in English' methods should be more
thoroughly prepared in English than the English majors lie is teaching. Al-
though this seems a modest proposal, the requirement is not always adhered
to in the colleges of this country.

2. He should have qualified both in English and in professional education
for the certificate for which lie is preparing his students.

3. He should have taught English in high school a goodly number of years
so that he may understand thoroughly the problems of prospective teachers.

4. Since he is the college or university's contact man or woman with the
public schools, lie should have kept close to those who are teaching in the high

'Copies are available from the office of the National Council of Teachers of English, 508
South Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois.
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ing, over the gate of which was inscribed the name, Wilson's Grammar School
for the Sons of Gentlemen. Around it was a high all, also of red brick, on
top of which were pieces of glass and nails so that the sons of gentlemen could
not, elhub over to mingle with the rest of the population.

Some years after World War II, my sister and I were wandering in our 01(1
haunts in southeast London, when we value on a battered red brick building
with a broken wall falling into the school yard. Over the gate, which was still
upright, was a simple sign: Wilson's School. This is what. two world wars
did to British education. Thomas Mann, in a Phi Beta Kappa address in
Berkeley in 1941, attributed the holocaust in Germany to the fact that her
''doers'' and her "thinkers" had been educated separately.' St. :\ng,nstine,
the old capital of Spanish Florida, proudly displays to visitors the oldest
school building built on this continent. Behind it is a "grove of educators,
one from each country of the Western hemisphere. Who is it that represents
the United States? Interestingly enough, it, is Iloraee Mann. who gave up his
law practice in Boston to stump the state of Alassaehusetts on behalf of a single
school system for all the children of the nation. Baltimore already had its
Benevolent Society for the Educatio:. of the Female Poor. and Philadelphia,
its Society for the Establishment and Support of Charity Schools. Thanks
to Horace Mann, we developed in this country a pattern or our own, adapted
to the ideology and conditions of a new nation.

What does such a philosophy do to the range of individual differenves iii
our classrooms and our method of dealing with them? Does the question have
any connection with the methods course? Future teachers need to face this
problem in specir.,: relation to the teaching of English.

Jerome Bruner, in his thought-provoking hook on The Process of Education.
deals not only with "the structure of the subject" but with the processes of
growth in children. "One must respect the ways of thought of the growing
child," he says, and likewise the ways of feeling and of imagining. One must
clarify for him the personal significance of what he is learning. Only in this
way will lie be led to assume responsibility for the pursuit of new knowledge.
We as teachers, he believes, must pursue excellence while honoring the diversity
of talculs.5 Such principles have been the subject of study for many years.
The prospective teacher has heard much about them in the courses which
precede English methods. It is the business of the methods course to relate
them all to the improved teaching of. English. Ways of organizing the program
so as to bridge this gap between educational philosophy, principles of learning,
and the growth of children and young people and what is taught in English
methods are being experimented with throughout the country. A group like
ours has much to offer to the movement and much to learn from it. The stimula-
tion of such meetings as this should help us on our way.

In some of the sectional meetings of this conference we have heard reports
of William II. Evans's survey of programs of teacher education in English."

`Thomas Mann, "Thought. and Life," The Key Reporter, (Autumn 1941), 1 and 5.
Jerome S. Bruner, The Process of Education (Cambridge, lays.: Ilarard University

Press, 1960), pp. 67.80.
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Ilis results show that in one-third of the 576 colleges or universities responding
to his questionnaire, teachers of English graduate %vithout a specific course in
methods of teaching their major sub.jeet. I believe that a group such as ours
should investigate this situation and speak out in relation to it.

All of the aspects of the preparation of teachers of English discussed at
this conference are examined in Volume V of the Curriculum Series of the
National Couneil of Teachers of English, which will he available before the
San Francisco meeting of the Connell next November. It will be called The
Education of Teachers of English for American Schools and Colleges.7

Alfred Grommon of Stanford University and his co-workers at each level
of our educational system have produced a book of %%nch we may well be proud.
It deals with the philosophical and practical problems of our specific task of
preparing English teachers for American schools, bringing constantly to bear
upon it the evidence of search already available in our field. What better
preparation could we have for the next conference of this group to which we
all. look forward in 19(4?

'Mimeographed report of the Committee on Secondary Methods Courses of the National
Council of Teachers of English by William II. Evans, Associate Chairmanto he included in
a forthcoming pamphlet of the Council called Tin National Interest and Ike Continuing Ednea-
lam of Teachers of English (Champaign, Ill.: National Conned of Teachers of English, in
preparat ion ).

7 tip. (41.
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